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A b stra ct

The branching ratio B (K ^  — ► /i+/x- ) has been measured using data obtained during 
running periods in 1988, 1989 and 1990. The data obtained in the 1990 running period 
are the latest and last from BNL experiment E791. During the three running periods, 
87, 274 and 346 respective candidate events were observed, forming an overall sample of 
707 events. This number represents the largest sample to-date of K \  — *
events. The result for the branching fraction using the total data set is B (K °  — ► —
(6.86 ±  0.37) X  10-9 . This result is very near the unitarity bound of 6.81 X  IQ-9  and is 
consistent with earlier measurements.
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Chapter 1

In trod u ction

From data sets recorded in 1988, 1989 and 1990, the branching ratio for has
been measured. The results for the data sets taken in 1988 and 1989 have been previously 
reported[2][3]. The data recorded in 1989 have been reanalyzed along with the most recent 
1990 data set under a common analysis described in this work. The yields of candidate 
events were 87, 274 and 346, respectively, yielding a  total sample of 707 events. This
represents the largest sample to-date of K £ — > events.

The experiment, E791, was performed in the B5 beamline at the Alternating Gradient 
Synchrotron of Brookhaven National Laboratory. In addition to the if£  — ► channel,
E791 also searched for if£  — ► and K \  — ► e+e-  decays, although results for only
the — > fi+fi~ decay will he presented in this dissertation[4][5][6][7]. Normalization was
done to the decay, of which over 57,000 events were observed during all three
running periods. Adjusted for the prescaling of events, this corresponded to over 275 X 106 

accepted ff£ — * 7T+ir-  events and over 3 X 1012 ff£ decays.
The standard model of weak interactions, which governs Jf£ decays, has been highly 

successful in understanding the behavior of elementary particles. Kaon physics has been 
instrumental in the development of that theory[8][9]. Most notably, the prediction of the 
existence of the charm quark via the GIM mechanism and the first observation of CP 
violation were made in the kaon system[10][ll]. In spite of the ability of the standard 
model to bring order to the apparent chaos of the particle world, there are still problems 
with the theory. No explanation for the division of fermions into families arises from the 
theory. The masses of the constituent fermions, leptons and quarks, are not predicted and 
appear to be arbitrary. The theory also contains a large number of parameters which seems
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

unnatural. These are serious problems for a so-called fundamental theory. Given the fact 
that kaon physics was instrumental in the development of the theory, it is only natural 
to look first to kaon systems for violations of the theory. The theoretical side of particle 
physics - or lack thereof - is the driving force behind experimental particle physics. It is, in 
a very significant sense, the essence of the experiment described here.

The experimented aspect of particle physics seems to be somewhat overlooked. While 
the results of experiments are significant and sometimes considered profound, the heart of 
any experiment is the equipment used to make measurements. Many Nobel prizes have 
been awarded for development of theories and experimental discoveries that have funda
mentally changed the way nature is thought about. There is, however, another class of 
Nobel awards in physics. These awards were for development of equipment that fundamen
tally changed the way we live and work as well as for allowing observations that made the 
previous two classes possible. Awards for the inventions of the cyclotron, of a photographic 
method of studying nuclei, of the transistor, of bubble chambers and, in 1992, of multi-wire 
proportional counters for tracking charged particles are prime examples. The experiment 
described in this dissertation is possible only because of these developments. The detector 
is, in fact, the heart and body of an experiment.

The final part of particle physics experiments is the analysis of data. Since modern 
particle physics experiments are plagued with too much data rather than too little, the use 
of high speed computing devices is essential to interpreting the data. Again, this area is 
sometimes forgotten even though it is a critical part of the experiment. The analysis de
scribed in this dissertation was based upon nearly 6000 raw data tapes with, each containing 
about 150 Mbyte of data. The first production pass reduced the initial data by a  factor of 
approximately 30. Subsequent passes have a lesser reduction effect but offer a higher level 
of detail in the analysis. Pass 2 was performed on 200 cartridges with about 180 Meg each 
and pass 4 was performed on about 100 cartridges with the same density of data. Pass 3 
had only a minimal CPU use but was necessary to organize the data into useful subsets.

Based upon these observations, it is clear th a t the description of a particle physics 
experiment involves a description of the essence, body and brains of the experiment. Of 
course, the actual areas in this dissertation will be titled in a more appropriate manner; 
however, the concept remains the same. Thus, this dissertation is organized into eight 
chapters of which this is the first. Chapter 2 will survey the motivation and historical 
development associated with the K °  — > /z+/x-  decay. The experimental apparatus and
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Authors Year Events B ( K l  /i*/!- )

Carithers e< al. 1973 6 1 2 ^  X 10“9

Fukushima et al. 197Q 3 8.8tJ°s7 X 10"9

Shochet et al. 1979 15 8.11? j  x  10"9

Inagaki et al. (KEK 137) 1989 54 (8.4 ± 1 .1 )  x 10"9

Mathiazhagen et al. (BNL 791) 1989 87 (5.8 ±  0.6 ±  0.4) x  10"9

Inagaki et al. (KEK 137) 1991 178 (7.9 ±  0.6 ±  0.3) x 10“9

Heinson et at. (BNL 791) 1991 281 (7.6 ±  0.5 ±  0.4) X 10"9

Arisaka et al. (BNL 791) 1993 707 (6.86 ±  0.37) X IQ"9

Table 1.1: Previous experimental results for — ► fj.+n  .

data acquisition are described in chapters 3 and 4. Chapter 5 will present a description of 
the offline code while chapter 6 will describe the production analysis. Chapters 7 and 8 

describe the final analysis and present a summary of the results. The final chapter concludes 
the work presented in this dissertation and discusses implications for the future. Several 
appendices are also included. The material presented in them is im portant to the work 
described in the chapters, however they represent topics tha t do not fit naturally into the 
structure of the main body of this text.

Finally, table 1.1 lists the results of previous K \  — ► experiments [2][3][12j[13]
[14][15][16][17]. The final result for BNL 791 represents the work presented in this disserta
tion and includes the previous measurements from the 1989 and 1988 running periods. The 
table clearly illustrates that the research performed by E791 has significantly increased the 
accuracy of the measurement. At the time of submission of this dissertation the final result 
from E791 is unpublished.



Chapter 2

T h eo retica l M o tiv a tio n

2.1 O verview

Kaons have provided the theoretical and experimental particle physics community with 
rich developments over the past 45 years. In 1947, strange particles were first observed by 
Rochester and Butler in the decay of a neutral kaon into two charged pions[18]. It was 
not until years later, however, tha t the kaons themselves were identified. The particles 
were assigned a quantum number called strangeness due to  the unusual way in which they 
behaved. They were produced copiously through strong interactions yet had relatively long 
lifetimes. Further research into strange particles led to the associated production hypothesis 
in 1952[19]. This hypothesis explained this unusual nature of strange particles by asserting 
that strong interactions conserved strangeness by producing the particles in complimentary 
pairs. The individual strange particles could then decay into final nonstrange states only 
via the weak interaction which did not conserve strangeness.

In 1956, two important developments occurred. F irst, Lee and Yang postulated that 
weak interactions were not invariant under space inversion, or were parity violating[20]. 
Secondly, a  long-lived neutral kaon was discovered by two groups in addition to the ob
served short-lived kaon[21][22]. In 1957, the prediction of parity nonconservation in weak 
interactions was confirmed in an experiment by Wu et al observing the decay of 60Co[23]. 
Next, in 1964, an experiment by Christenson et al, demonstrated that the combined oper
ation of charge conjugation and space inversion (CP) was violated in the long lived neutral 
kaon system[ll]. It was previously believed that CP would be a conserved quantity even 
though parity or P alone was not. To date, the neutral kaon system is the only system in
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CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL MOTIVATION 5

which CP violation has been observed to occur.
By 1967-1968, Weinberg and Salam had proposed a gauge theory that unified the elec

tromagnetic and weak interactions[8][9]. This work was the first attem pt to formulate a 
theory now known as the standard model. The theory was not determined to be renor- 
malizable until 1971[24]. Even before this, however, the theory was exhibiting problems. 
The decay did not proceed at the expected rate. Apparently the decay was
suppressed for reasons not contained in the theory. In 1970, Glashow, Hiopoulos and Maiani 
(GIM) postulated the existence of a second quark doublet containing a  charm quark[l0]. 
This addition forced the contributions to the K £ — > rate to cancel at first order,
thus explaining the apparent suppression.

In 1974 the detection of the J/rp particle by two independent groups, required if the 
charm quark existed, reinforced the theory and the GIM postulate[25][26]. The theory has 
been extended further to incorporate a third doublet of quarks. One member of this doublet, 
the top quark, has not yet been detected but is expected to exist. The other member, the 
bottom quark, was detected in 1977 by the observation of the T (Upsilon) meson[27]. This 
followed the detection of a third lepton class in 1975[28]. Later, in 1983, the gauge bosons, 
W and Z, were observed, again reinforcing the theory[29].

Clearly the information from kaon physics has been instrumental in the development 
of the standard model. Given this, it is reasonable to search the system for anomalies 
that would cause further modification of the theory. This chapter discusses some of the 
theory behind the neutral kaon. Much, unfortunately, is left out. The field is too rich 
for a through treatment to be given in one short chapter. Consequently, only the areas 
needed to justify this experimental search and interpret its results are presented. Detailed 
theoretical considerations of the neutral kaon system cam be found in references [30] and [31]. 
Additionally, this chapter is focused on the iif£ — ► decay. Since the If£ — ► e+e-
decay is essentially identical, both are considered together wherever possible. When the 
two are considered, they are referred to as — > l +l~  decays.

2.2 Neutral Kaon System

A neutral kaon, K °, is a meson that consists of a d quark and an s anti-quark. The anti
particle to the neutral kaon, K °, consists of a d anti-quark and an a quark. The mass of 
the particle is (497.671 ± 0.031) MeV [32]. It has zero spin and a strangeness of —1 (+1
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for the anti-particle).
On the surface, neutral kaons seem to be rather uninteresting creatures. Fortunately, the 

neutral kaon is very interesting. As noted in the introduction, it has been instrumental in 
the development of the standard model. In order to reveal some of its interesting properties 
of the neutral kaon, consider the discrete symmetries charge conjugation (C), parity or space 
inversion (P), and their product (CP). Using conventional phase deiinitions, C, P, and CP
operating on neutral kaons yield:

C\K°) = - \K ° )  and C\K°) = - \ K Q) (2.1)

P\K°) =  - I f f 0) and P\K °) = - \K ° )  (2.2)

£7P|if0) =  |K°) and C P\K °) =  |Pir°> (2.3)

Neutral kaons can decay into a 2x or 3x final state. The 2ir state can be either 7r°7r° or 
7T+7r_ . The 3x state can be 3tt° or 7r+7T~7r°. The 2jt final state is an even eigenstate of CP 
while the 3x final state, although also an eigenstate, is CP odd. Since the weak interaction 
conserves CP1 and the final states are eigenstates of CP, the initial state m ust also be an 
eigenstate of CP. Clearly, K °  and K °  are not eigenstates of CP. CP eigenstates can be 
easily constructed if the neutral kaon system is considered to be a mixture of K °  and K°:

l-K’F) = ^  [I*”) + I*")] (2-4)

|irS> =  - ^ [ | i r 0)-|jr»> ] (2.5)

K® is CP even and is therefore expected to decay into the 2ir mode w ith the 37T mode 
forbidden. K§, on the other hand, is CP odd and is expected to permit the 3x mode but 
not the 2x mode. In addition, since much more of the available phase space is used in the 
decay to the 3x state, K§ is expected to have a much longer lifetime than K °.

•Experimentally, two neutral kaons with distinct lifetimes are observed[22][21]. The 
short-lived kaon, K§, is observed to decay into the 2ir mode with a lifetime of about 9 X 
10-lo sec, The long-lived kaon, ff£, is observed to decay into the 3x mode w ith a lifetime of 
about 5 X 10- 8sec. It seems that K° should be associated with and K $  w ith K®. The 
idea that the observed neutral kaons, K° and K%, were mixtures of the particle/anti-particle 
pair, K °  and K °, was introduced by Gell-Mann and Pais in 1955[33].

*CP is conserved only to a good approximation as will be shown shortly.
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2.3 CP V iolation

In 1964, Christenson, Cronin, Fitch and Turlay discovered a  decay of the long-lived neutral 
kaon into the 7r+7r -  mode. This contradicted the developments of Gell-Mann and Pais. The 
neutral kaons, K °  and K®, were constructed of mixtures of K °  and K °  in order that they 
would be CP eigenstates. This 1964 observation showed that hf£ did not conserve CP in 
its decay and, thus, was not an eigenstate of CP. Since the long lived neutral kaon was able 
to decay into both CP even and CP odd modes, the conclusion was that If£ and K g  had 
to be ad-mixtures of K® and K^:

=  ( t  +  l ^ ) ! / .  [|Jff 1 +  £|* “>] (2' 6)

| g ° > ° (l  +  | ! | ^ K >  +  ^ , ° ) ] -  (2-7)

This can also be written in terms of K° and K°;

= (2(1 + [el2))1/ 2 +  €̂ K  ) +  t 1 “  e)l-^°)] (2,S)

{Kl) = p(n-ffl)^ I(1 + ,)|jrD) “ (1 ~ £)l̂ 0>] (2'9)
where e is a complex parameter related to the degree of CP violation.

Prior to this observation of CP nonconservation, it was believed tha t all interactions 
conserved CP. Parity violation had been observed several years earlier but the interactions 
conserved the combined CP quantity. Work after this discovery of CP violation led to the 
famous CPT theorem[34]. This theorem states that all interactions conserve the combined 
quantities CP and T (time reversal). The direct extension of this to the neutral kaon 
system is that kaon decay also violates the separate symmetry T. Kaons, in one sense, act 
as arrows that define the direction of time. As mentioned previously, CP violation has only 
been observed in the if£  system.

CP violation in the K£ system occurs in the decays K \  — ► x +7r- , ff£ — * ir°jr°, 
ff£ — ► (called K ^ )  and K£ — * i t (called The violation that occurs in
K"e3 and is a b it subtle. The rates for the decays K£ — ► 7r+e- i^  and Jf£ — ► ic+p~Vjl 
are slightly different from those for Jf£ — ► ir~e+i/e and Iif£ — *■ i t T h i s  asymmetry 
is a violation of CP conservation. Other possible modes th a t are CP violating have been 
searched for but none has yet been found. The amount of CP violation in ff£ is small,
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Parameter Accepted Value Error
6 0.00327 0.0012

1*7+-1 2.268 X 10~3 0.023 X 10“ 3
<£+- 46.6 deg 1.2 deg
l*7oo 1 2.253 X 10“ 3 0.024 X 10" 3
000 46.6 deg 2.0 deg

Table 2.1: CP violation parameters for processes.

only about 0.3%. The quantification of the CP violation is usually quoted in terms of two 
complex numbers and one real number and are defined:

6 ( 1)

*?+-

Voo

r(if£ n -t+ v i)  -  T(K°L — + x + i-ve )
T(K°l  —  tr- l+ v i)  +  T(K°l 
A(K°l  ► 7T+7T-)

7 T + 7 T - )

X°7T0)
A ( t f °  — > 7T0 7r0 )

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

Experimentally, 6 is measured for K e3 and separately. These values are called 6(e) 
and 6(/i) with 6 being the weighted average of the two. 6 is real; however, ijoo and 7?+- are 
generally complex and consist of a magnitude |jj] and a phase 0. There is one additional 
quantity that needs mentioning. This parameter, e \ is related to the asymmetry in decays 
into the 2ir mode but different isospin states. Note that the pion has an isospin of 1, so the 
final 2tt state can have an isospin of 0 or 2. Any asymmetry in the decay into these two 
isospin states is further evidence of CP violation. The usefulness of this parameter is that 
it allows a  relation between e and the other parameters to be developed. These numbers 
will be useful in a later discussion. The accepted values of these parameters are shown in 
table 2.1[32].

2.4 First Order

The decay illustrated in figure 2.1(a) is an allowed first order decay of a charged kaon. This 
diagram contributes nearly 65% of the decay rate for charged kaons. The decay proceeds
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(a)

^  £+

K +
W +

"  v i

(b)

K °

Figure 2.1: Observed (a) and suppressed (b) K-decays.

a t first order via a  flavor changing charged current. By analogy to this case, one would 
expect the decay illustrated in figure 2.1(b) to occur similarly via a flavor changing neutral 
current (FCNC)[35]. Although historically much of this information was unavailable, the 
lack of observation of the decay at the then expected rate led to the GIM postulate. Since 
there is now a third generation of quarks, the lack of a rate needs to be considered at 
the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix level[35][36]. First, notice that the 
amplitude will be proportional to:

v :dv u, +  v ^ v ca + v;dv ts (2.13)

where the individual matrix elements are given by the CKM m atrix under a standard 
parameterization[32][3 6]:

Vud Vu, Vub \  j  C(jCi3 J12C13 *i3e— \
Vcd V e,  Veb I I — J 12C23 — C t a J j a J i a e '41® C12C23 — *12 *23*13e’4 ,J  *2 jC |3  I ( 2 .1 4 )

V td  V t ,  Vtb J  \  *12*23 — Cl2C23*13e,Sl3 — Cl2*23 — *l2C 23*13e, i , a  C23C13 /

A simple bit of algebra shows that this term is identically zero. In  the case of two quark 
generations, the original postulate of the GIM mechanism, equation 2.14 becomes:

' “ Se Si" 9'  ] (2.15)
— sin 6r cos 9r

where 6C is the Cabibbo angle and is determined experimentally. By analogy to equation 
2.13, it is clear that there is no contribution at first order. The decay is,
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Figure 2.2: — ► Z+f via a  two photon intermediate state.

thus, a  higher order process and  GlM suppression was valid  not only for tw o generations 

of quarks but also for three. PCNC’s are, consequently, str ic tly  forbidden in  the standard  

m odel.

A second level of suppression arises from helicity considerations. F irst, as will be dis
cussed later, the expected rate for — ► e+e-  is smaller than that for Jif£ — ► /r+/r-  
by a factor of a few times 10-4 . Since the electron is much lighter than  the muon, this 
difference is not apparent from simple phase space arguments. Secondly, the neutral kaon 
is a  spin zero particle. Consequently, the decay products m ust have opposite spins or the 
same helicities in order to conserve angular momentum. In  the limit of massless leptons, 
particles and anti-particles must have opposite helicities. This automatically eliminates the 
possibility of the kaon decaying into a di-neutrino mode, assuming that neutrinos are mass- 
less. In the limit of the energy of a  massive lepton much greater than its mass, the particle 
and anti-particle must have opposite helicities. Since the electron and m uon are not strictly 
massless, they can be forced into an incorrect helicity state  with a coupling on the order 
of m i. Thus, the if£  — ► Z+Z“ rate is suppressed by the leptons being forced into wrong 
helicity states. The ratio m^/m£ yields the relative suppression of the iT£ — ► e+e-  decay 
compared to if£  — * /r+/i~. This value, 2.34 X 10- s , clearly indicates tha t the Jf£ — > e+e“ 
rate would be larger than the A £ — ► ra te  in the absence of helicity constraints. Fi
nally, the expected rate for JiT£ — ► l +l~  decays as the mass of the lepton approaches zero 
is zero from the unitarity bound discussed in the next sections.
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2.5 Imaginary Part o f the A m plitude

Treating the decay iiT£ — * l +i~  at second order requires a consideration of the imaginary 
and real parts of the amplitude. Figure 2.2 is a diagram of the contribution of the imag
inary part of the amplitude. Other intermediate states (tt7 , irir, etc.) yield exceedingly 
small contributions and are not considered. It is believed that this diagram represents the 
dominant contribution to the K £ — ► l +l~  rate. The diagram can be used to calculate the 
unitarity bound, the minimum rate a t which K £ — > is expected to occur. If  the real 
part of the amplitude is zero, the unitarity rate should be consistent with the experimen
tally measured rate. Any difference between the measured rate and the unitarity rate is 
either an indication of new physics or a measure of the contribution of the real part of the 
amplitude.

2.6 U nitarity Bound

The unitarity bound can be calculated by relating the rates for AT£ — > 7 7  and K \  — ► i +i~. 
This was calculated by L. Sehgal in 1969 and found to be[37]:

B ( K l  -  „ -  !♦ « - )  =  S ( J f c  - r r )  X £  ( ^ ) 2 ( 2 .16)

where a  is the fine structure constant and

<2-i7)

Taking the best measurement of the if£ — ► 77  branching ratio of (5.70 ±0.27) X10-4  [32], 
Equation 2.16 implies lower limits on the branching ratios:

B{K°l - f  7 7  -» n+n~) > (6.81 ±  0.32) x 10“ 9 (2.18)

and
B{K°l -> 7 7  - f  e+e” ) > (3.03 ±  0.14) X 10“ 12. (2.19)

2.7 Real Part o f th e  A m plitude

The real part of the amplitude contains two parts: long- and short-distance contributions. 
The diagram for the long-distance contribution is illustrated in figure 2.3. As in the case
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Figure 2.3: K £ — > i +i~  via virtual two photon intermediate state.

of the imaginary part of the amplitude, other intermediate states are exceedingly small. 
The contribution of this diagram is difficult to calculate, but it has been estim ated by G. 
Belanger and C. Q. Geng[38]. They found that this diagram could contribute between 0.5 
and 3,0 % of the unitarity rate if other contributions in the real part of the amplitude were 
neglected. This uncertainty has serious adverse effects on the ability to use the K £ — * l +l~  
measurements to constrain CKM matrix elements and the mass of the top quark.

The short-distance contributions to the real part of the amplitude are illustrated in  figure 
2.4. The rate from these diagrams will be dominated by the contribution of the top quark 
since it is so much more massive than the u and c quarks. The u and c contributions are 
further suppressed since the GIM mechanism will allow them partially to cancel. They do 
not cancel completely since their masses are not the same. Thus, to a good approximation, 
the amplitude from the short distance diagrams will be proportional to[39]:

( ^ W w U I *  (2-20)

2.8 R adiative Corrections

The final topic that needs consideration is the effect of radiative corrections on jfif£ — * l +l~  
decays. Radiative corrections have two significant implications[40]. First, they represent 
a  correction to the calculation of the expected rate at which the decays should occur. 
Secondly, they are experimentally interesting since they could displace real events outside
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(a)

s

(b)

(c)

W

u, c, t

u , c, t
s

VI
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\ W ~

1+

c, t

I+

Figure 2.4: Short distance contributions to

of the experimentally defined signal region. The effect on di-electron events is expected to 
be much greater than the effect on di-muon events simply because of the large difference in 
masses of the two leptons.

The fractional rate given by the diagrams (a) and (b) in figure 2.5, referred to as in
ner bremsstrahlung (IB), was calculated by Bergstrom[41], The work presented actually 
pertained to radiative corrections of the decay tt° — * e+e“ , but is generally applicable 
to pseudoscalar meson decays. With slight corrections to his presentation, he found this 
fractional ra te  to be:

1 =

as jrm K [ m K ~ s VI — v j  m K ~ 3 }
where

v  =  \ ! l -
4 ancf s =  (p+ -f p_ )! (2 .22)

Notice that equation 2.21 diverges a t the kaon mass. Diagram (c) in figure 2.5, referred 
to as the the virtual vertex correction (VIRT), needs to be included in order to eliminate
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(a)

K l

(c)
n

Figure 2.5: Radiative corrections to — > l +l  decays.

this divergence. This term is important to the overall correction but is expected to have 
little effect on the overall decay spectrum away from the kaon mass. Including this effect 
and calculating the change in rate yields:

(t i b + :

«  -0.0427 — > e+e" (2.24)

«  -0.0052 — ► (2.25)

where

“- I h w  ( 2 - 2 6 )

Clearly at first order there is a very significant effect for K £ — ► e+ e“ and a small, essentially 
insignificant, effect for ijf£ — > In order for the radiative corrections to produce a
noticeable change in the rate from unitarity and other contributions, at least 40,000 fi+p~ 
events would need to be observed. This estimate neglects the lack of certainty in the 
contributions from the real part of the amplitude and other experimental uncertainties. 
Nonetheless, these corrections can be incorporated into the unitarity bound.
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One potentially serious effect of the corrections is experimentally interesting. Notice that 
equation 2.21 implies that the spectrum of reconstructed masses is now spread from the 
lowest possible mass to the mass of the kaon assuming perfect mass resolution. If  equation 
2.21 is integrated over the reconstructed mass from the lowest possible mass, s — 4m | to 
the experimental cutoff used in the experiment, defined as 3 =  (1 — S)Mj< where 6 is the 
ratio of the square of the value of the lower mass cut value to the square of the mass of the 
kaon, the fraction of events lost due to  the radiative corrections pushing events outside of 
the mass window can be obtained. This loss is found to be:

-2<+oS)} <2-27>
as -0.1746 — » e+e" (2.28)

~  -0.0244 — * I**?-  (2.29)

There is also the possibility tha t events could be displaced from the expected signal
region in colinearity space (see section 4.7). This has been studied in detail by J. Belz
for K QL — * e+e~ events[42]. The effect yielded an additional 0.7% loss in events. Since 
the muon is much more massive, the effect on K \  — ► H+pT decays should be down by 
at least an order of magnitude. An additional correction at this level is insignificant for 
K l  — ► Finally, the effect of radiative corrections on — *• ir+7r“ is not known.
One might expect the effect to be similar to K £ — > due to the similarity of the
masses. In order to calculate the effect properly, however, the calculation by Bergstrom 
would have to be redone replacing the Dirac spinors with Klein-Gordon functions. The 
effects of radiative corrections to the Ar£ — ► branching ratio are, therefore, not
included in this dissertation.
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T h e E 791 D e te c to r

3.1 O verview

Figure 3.1 illustrates the E791 detector from the incident proton beam to the last detector 
element[43j. The neutral kaon beam used in the experiment was produced by the interaction 
of 24 GeV/c protons on a  thin cylindrical copper target. Immediately downstream of the 
target, a  series of separated lead foils converted photons, two sweeping magnets removed 
charged particles from the secondary beam and three collimators defined the solid angle of 
the beam. After the beam was filtered and shaped in this fashion, the remaining particles, 
primarily kaons and neutrons, entered the decay region. In the absence of decays, these 
particles would travel through the centerline of the detector. The daughter particles of kaons 
that did decay entered the main experimental area after passing through a  th in  window at 
the end of the evacuated decay region. A series of five sets of drift chambers (DC’s) and 
two spectrometer magnets tracked and measured the momenta of the daughters. Farther 
downstream, a set of two trigger scintillation counters (TSC’s) provided information on the 
presence of charged tracks to the acquisition hardware and were used in the offline tracking 
algorithms. Two electron identification detectors were also used. The first of these was 
a Cerenkov counter (CER) which was placed between the two sets of TSC’s. The second 
electron detector was a  lead glass array (PbG) which was immediately downstream of the 
second TSC. A thick iron wall following the PbG served to filter out nearly all remaining 
particles except muons. The muons that traversed the iron filter entered two detector 
systems th a t provided for muon detection. The first of these was a  muon hodoscope (MHO)

16
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Figure 3.1: Schematic view of the BNL E791 detector and beamline.
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immediately followed by a sizeable muon rangefinder (MRG). In areas of the detector with 
significant air gaps, such as the spectrometer magnets, helium filled bags were installed in 
order to minimize interactions of the charged trades and the neutral beam with molecules 
of air.

3.2 B5 Beam line

3.2.1 T he Proton Beam

The Brookhaven National Laboratory Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) provided 
E791 with 24 GeV/c protons while operating in slow extracted beam (SEB) mode. This 
mode provided for a reasonably uniform spill length of 1.2 to 1.4 seconds by accelerating the 
protons, then debunching them and finally extracting them into the B5 beamline. Since the 
spill was not perfectly uniform, the effective spill length typically varied between 1.0 and
1.3 seconds. The spill cycle time also varied between 2.8 and 3.4 seconds. The maximum 
intensity maintained in the AGS was about 15 X 10ia protons per spill (15 Tp/spill), 
of which approximately 4-6 Tp/spill was available to E791. The average intensity was 
approximately 4 Tp/spill in 1989 and 5 Tp/spill in 1990. The optimal intensity tha t the 
E791 detector could use was approximately 4.6 T p / (effective spill second), or on the order 
of 5.5 Tp/spill. This value represents a compromise between maximizing kaon production 
at the target and minimizing the amount of background noise generated. Since E791 was 
competing with other experiments for available protons, the intensity was usually slightly 
below the optimal value.

3.2.2 T h e Target

The protons provided by the AGS were incident on a copper target. The steering of 
the proton beam onto the target was monitored by a series of segmented wire ionization 
chambers (SWIC’s). The copper target was a thin rod with a  square cross section and 203 
mm in length (1.33 nuclear interaction lengths). The cross section of the target was a  5 
mm square in 1989 and a  3 mm square in 1990. This choice of target dimensions was m ade 
as a result of target studies[44]. Identical targets were used in the 1988 and 1990 running 
periods. The change to a larger diameter target in 1989 was made in an attem pt to catch 
a larger fraction of the proton beam. Further studies indicated, unfortunately, tha t the
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larger diameter target had the adverse effect of making the data noisier; thus the target 
was replaced with a thinner one in 1990.

The target was mounted on an aluminum holder that allowed for the dissipation of 
heat generated by interactions. The holder could also be rotated with respect to the E791 
detector centerline. The angle between this centerline and the target axis was referred to 
as the targeting angle. The proton beam entered the E791 beamline at shallow vertical 
incidence to the detector centerline. Targeting angle studies showed that the most reason
able targeting angle was 48 mrad. This choice of targeting angle was actually a trade-off 
between kaon production and noise generated. A t smaller targeting angles the kaon yield 
is greater, but the amount of noise generated also increases. The reverse occurred at larger 
targeting angles. The target was supported from above in 1989 and from below in 1990. 
Schematic illustrations of the target holders used in 1989 and 1990 are shown in figures 
3.2 and 3.3[44].

3.2.3 T h e  N eu tra l Beam line

The interactions at the target produced a myriad of particles. Since the only particles of 
interest were neutral kaons, a series of lead foils, sweeping magnets and collimators served 
to remove unwanted particles and to  define the solid angle of the secondary beam. The 
apparatus for this was located in the  upstream end of the E791 beamline and is shown 
in figure 3.4[45]. Two sweeping magnets followed the target. These magnets removed 
charged particles from the beam. A series of eighteen 5-mm thick lead foils was placed in 
the upstream half of the first sweeping magnet. These foils converted 7 *s into e+e“ pairs. 
The attenuation factor of each foil is about 0.5, yielding a to tal attenuation factor on the 
order of 10-6 . These charged pairs were then removed by the sweeping magnets. In the 
downstream half of the first sweeping magnet, between the two sweeping magnets and in 
the second sweeping magnet, a set of precision collimators defined the solid angle of the 
secondary beam. These collimators were flared brass channels surrounded by lead shielding 
with a vertical opening of 20 mrad and a horizontal opening of 5 mrad. The coordinate 
system that defined the position of all detector elements had its origin a t the projected 
position where the collimator opening shrank to  a  point. The centerline of this system was 
78" above the experimental floor.
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Figure 3*4: The upstream end of the E791 beamline.

3.2 .4  T he Vacuum  D ecay  R egion

After exiting the final collimator and sweeping magnet, kaons entered an evacuated decay 
region. This decay volume was constructed of a conical steel tank 8.4 m long. The upstream 
end of the tank was at a  z  position of 9.4 m. At the downstream end of the tank the diameter 
was 0.97 m. A portion of the upstream end of the decay volume was packed with a boron 
water slurry. The entire volume was encased in concrete shielding in order to absorb stray 
particles. A diagram of the shielding used in the vacuum region as well as the upstream 
end of the beamline is shown in figure 3.5[46j. The end of the decay volume was sealed by 
a  flange and Mylar window that differed in the 1989 and 1990 running periods. In 1989 the 
flange contained three rectangular windows. These consisted of two side windows for the 
decay products to exit and a smaller center window that allowed for the neutral beam to 
exit with minimal interactions. The side windows consisted of 0.51 mm thick Mylar, while 
the center window, also Mylar, was 0.25 mm. The dimensions of the side windows were 
0.35 m by 0.69 m while the central window had the dimensions 0.14 m by 0.46 m. In 1990, 
the endcap was replaced with a  circular flange and window. The radius of the window was 
0.4794 m  and consisted of 0.13 mm of Mylar and 0.43 mm of Kevlar. The windows used in 
1989 and 1990 are shown in figures 3.6 and 3.7[42].
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Figure 3.7: Vacuum window used in 1990.
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3.3 Spectrom eter

3.3.1 Overview

The E791 spectrometer was designed to measure the positions and momentum of the charged 
tracks from decays. These quantities were measured twice in the spectrometer. The 
measurements were almost completely independent, making the spectrometer a redundant 
detector. This redundancy was of great value since it permitted the elimination of much of 
the background associated with the experiment. The spectrometer consisted of two large 
dipole magnets, five sets of precision drift chambers and two sets of trigger scintillation 
counters. It can be thought of as an upstream, or front, spectrometer and a  downstream, 
or back, spectrometer. The trigger scintillation counters were used in triggering and offline 
tracking and are thus common to both halves. The third drift chamber set is also common 
to both spectrometer halves. As a result, the two spectrometer halves are not completely 
independent.

3.3 .2  T he Spectrom eter M agnets

The spectrometer magnets consisted of two dipole magnets with their center z  positions 
a t 21.0 and 24.0 meters. The first, or upstream, magnet was designated as the 48D48 (or 
D2). It was 48" wide (sc) by 48" deep (z) with a gap of 37" (y) between the pole faces. 
The downstream magnet was designated as the 96D40 (or D3). The dimensions here were 
96" wide by 40" deep with a gap of 44" between pole faces. The fields in both magnets 
were primarily in the y-direction. Each magnet had iron mirror plates oh the upstream and 
downstream faces that forced the field strength to diminish rapidly outside the dipoles while 
not reducing the geometrical acceptance. The central field in each dipole was approximately
6.3 kG. Integrated over both magnets, the fields imparted approximately equal and opposite 
300 Mev/c transverse momentum kicks. The fields were oriented such that positive particles 
were bent in the , or beam left, direction in the upstream magnet and in the —x direction 
in the downstream magnet. A top view of the spectrometer magnets and drift chambers is 
presented in figure 3.8[47].

The 48D48 had one upper and one lower coil. The space between the upper and lower 
coils, about 18.7", was filled with a wooden support. The 96D40 had two upper and lower 
coils. The space between the upper and lower coils was exceedingly small so no supports 
were implemented. Since the 96D40 was about twice as wide as the 48D48, additional coils
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of the E791 spectrometer.

were required in order to keep the field uniformity at about the same level as In the 48D48. 
In  addition, each magnet had a  helium bag in the interior in order to minimize scattering 
of the charged particles and the neutral beam.

The Bv and B x components of the field were mapped on a  2" cubic grid. The map was 
made for z positions between 18.6 and 26.7 meters. When combined with the allowed x 
and y positions, the full map consisted of about 100,000 points. The measured value of 
the Bx component was small and had a relatively large error. The Bx component was not 
measured. Consequently, values for Bx and Bz that were calculated by an approximate 
solution of Poisson’s equation were used. Variations in B y due to errors in positioning 
the probe were removed by spline fits. In areas in which a  measurement was physically 
impossible, the B y value was calculated by extrapolation[48].

Since the E791 apparatus was designed to detect two body charged decays, the spec
trometer magnets divided the type of events detected into two classes. If a  negatively 
charged particle was beam left (a positively charged particle was beam right), the tracks 
would initially be bent toward each other in the 48D48. The 96D40 would then bend the 
tracks away from each other until they were traveling approximately parallel to their initial 
trajectories. This class of events is referred to as inbends. The location of the charged 
tracks in the other type of event were reversed and are referred to as outbends.
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3.3.3 The D rift Chambers

E-791 used ten drift chamber modules with five of them in each arm of the spectrometer. The 
chambers, viewed from above in figure 3.8, had successively larger dimensions in increasing 
z  to accommodate for the divergence of the charged tracks. During the 1989 running period, 
the first chamber was 25% smaller in x and about 12% smaller in y than that used in 1990. 
In addition, the larger chambers used in the 1990 running period were about 3 cm closer 
to beam center than those used in 1989. The change in chambers a t the first station was 
made in conjunction with the change in the vacuum window. Helium bags were installed 
between the first two modules and the last two modules as in the spectrometer magnets.

Each module consisted of two x and two y measuring planes. Each plane consisted of 
sense, field and guard wires. The two planes of sense wires in each measuring plane were 
offset from each other by half the distance between consecutive sense wires. These wires 
were surrounded by field wires that defined an irregular hexagonal cell. The two planes of 
cells were bordered on the upstream and downstream sides by a plane of guard wires. The 
general layout of these wires is shown in figure 3.9[49].

The sense wires consisted of 0.001" gold plated tungsten wire. They were strung with 
a tension provided by a 40 gram weight in order to maintain electrostatic stability. The 
field and guard wires consisted of 0.0043" gold plated aluminum. Aluminum, rather than 
tungsten, was used in order to minimize scattering in the chambers. These wires were 
strung with a tension provided by a 140 gram weight. Under these choices of tensions, 
the gravitational sag of the horizontal wires (y  measuring planes) is identical for all three 
types of wires. Distortion of the chamber frames was minimal because of the relatively 
low tensions in the wires. The frames had a gap near beam center incorporated in order 
to minimize noise due to interactions of the neutral beam with the aluminum frame. The 
design of the frames is illustrated in figure 3.10[45].

The upstream and downstream faces of each drift chamber module were sealed in a lam
inate of 0.005" Mylar and 0.00035" aluminum. The chambers were flushed with a mixture 
of 49% argon, 49% ethane and 2% ethanol at a very slight pressure above atmospheric. 
The sense wires were grounded and linked to custom preamplifiers mounted directly on 
the chambers. The field wires were held at a nominal voltage of —2500 volts. The guard 
wires were also grounded. The guard and field wires provided a uniform field within each 
measuring plane. Under these high voltage settings and gas mixtures, the drift velocity was 
51/im/ns for electrons.
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The preamplifiers had an input impedance of 300 fl and a  gain of about 20. The 
outputs of the preamplifiers were input, in groups of 4, to 32 channel boards that contained 
amplifiers, discriminators and meantimers (ADM’s). These boards were located in crates 
close to the chambers. The signals were carried to them via relatively short ribbon coaxial 
cables (about 17 feet) with an impedance of 50 12. The outputs of the meantimers and 
discriminators, ECL signals, were sent to the level 1 trigger and digitization electronics via 
Ansley cables.

3.3.4 T h e Trigger Scintillation Counters

Two sets of trigger scintillation counters were placed at z  positions of 26.98 meters and 
30.27 meters, respectively. These are shown in figure 3.11(50]. Each set of TSC’s consisted 
of 60 x measuring slats and 63 y measuring slats with the x  measuring slats being farthest 
upstream. The upstream vertical and horizontal slats had the dimensions 2.01 x 180 x 
0.50 cm and 2.81 x 128 x 0.50 cm, respectively. The downstream slats differed only in 
that their thickness was 1.00 cm. The slats were composed of the scintillant Kyowa Glass 
SCSN-38. Each slat was wrapped in aluminized Mylar to reflect photons incident on the 
sides of the counters. Each set was enclosed in a light tight box. The enclosure was flushed 
with compressed air in order to remove excess heat generated by the phototubes.

The horizontal slats had one phototube attached to each slat. The vertical slats had 
one phototube attached to two adjacent slats both on the top and bottom. The tubes were
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staggered between the top and bottom in such a way that each slat had only unique top 
and bottom pair of phototubes. The phototubes were Hamamatsu R1398’s and were glued 
directly to the slats. Each tube was housed in a magnetic shield to protect against the 
fringe fields of the D3 spectrometer magnet.

The voltage settings on the phototubes were determined from their plateau region and 
were typically on the order of —1800 V. Signals from the phototubes were sent to Lecroy 
4413 discriminators over 50fl RG8 coaxial cables. These discriminators were CAMAC based 
and produced ECL outputs. The output of the discriminators was sent to digitization 
electronics, meantimers and a  latch module.

3.4 E lectron Identification  E lem ents

3.4.1 O verview

The electron identification elements of the detector consisted of a set of two Cerenkov 
counters and a  lead glass array. Although they performed slightly different functions, they 
represented a redundant determination of the presence of electron tracks. As in the spec
trometer, this redundancy was critical for background rejection. The electron detection 
elements were vital parts of background determinations and efficiency calculations of the 

analysis.

3.4.2 T he Cerenkov Counters

The gas threshold Cerenkov counters consisted of two modules, one on each side of the beam 
line, located between the two sets of TSC’s. Side and top views of one of these modules 
are illustrated in figures 3.12 and 3.13[51]. Each module was a gastight aluminum box 3.0 
meters in length by 1.6 meters in width and contained a volume of 8.50 cubic meters. The 
upstream and downstream faces were 1/32” thick. The CER was filled with a gas mixture 
of about 40% nitrogen and 60% helium and was at a pressure slightly above atmospheric. 
The exact mixture of the gas was adjusted periodically in order to produce a precise index 
of refraction of 1.000140. The index was monitored with an interferometer that used a 
Helium-Neon laser. This index of refraction gave thresholds for electrons, pions and muons 
of 0.031, 8.3 and 6.3 GeV/c, respectively. It also yielded a typical electron Cerenkov cone 
half-angle of 16.7 mrad
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Figure 3.12: Top view of a Cerenkov counter.

Figure 3.13: Side view of a Cerenkov counter.view
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Inside each Cerenkov counter there were eight spherical mirrors viewed by eight 5" 
diameter RCA Quanticon phototubes. The mirrors were 39 x 89 cm2 and composed of 1/4" 
Lucite with 1.0 fini of aluminum evaporated onto their surfaces. A very thin layer of MgP2 

on the mirror surface prevented oxidation. The z  position of the center of the mirrors was 
29,86 meters. There was a 2.0 mm gap between each of the mirrors with the center of 
the upper and lower bank of four being located at y = 0. The mirrors were focused onto 
the phototubes with their exact alignment being maximized for electrons from the decay 

The phototubes were located in two rows of four. One of these rows was 
on top of the box while the other was on the bottom. Both were located upstream of the 
spherical mirrors. Each phototube rested behind a quartz window located a t the peak of an 
aluminized cone which acted as a light funnel. The phototubes were coated with a layer of 
paxa-terphenyl which acted as a wave shifter. The extensions of the phototubes outside of 
the counter were housed inside a  thick cylindrical iron magnetic shield that also contained 
two layers of /i-metal. Finally, the tubes were continuously flushed with nitrogen in order 
to prevent helium diffusion into the tubes.

3.4.3 T he Lead Glass Array

The lead glass array, illustrated in figure 3.14, consisted of a layer of active converter lead 
glass blocks followed by a  layer of absorber lead glass blocks[52]. The upstream layer, or 
converter, consisted of 13 by 2 array of blocks in the x y plane in each arm, for a total of 
26 blocks in each arm. The dimensions of these blocks were 10.9 x 90 x 10 cm3. The total 
span of the converter was 1.42 x 1.87 x 0.1 m3. The absorber consisted of nine blocks in the 
x direction and 12 blocks in y. The dimensions of the absorber, or back blocks, were 15.3 x
15.3 x 32.2 cm3. The upstream faces of the converter and absorber blocks were located a t z 
positions of 30.9 and 31.1 meters, respectively. All of the blocks were wrapped with an inner 
layer of 0.002" aluminized Mylar and an outer layer of 0.006" vinyl, or simply a  layer of 
0.008" aluminized vinyl. The upstream face of the absorber blocks and the downstream face 
of the converter blocks were not wrapped so that the blocks could be periodically exposed 
to ultra-violet radiation in order to cure radiation damage. These unwrapped faces were 
covered with a layer of black felt in order to keep the blocks lighttight. The entire PbG was 
housed in a lighttight and temperature controlled box to further prevent outside light from 
entering the detector and to eliminate temperature dependent effects.
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Figure 3.14: The lead glass array.

All of the PbG blocks were Schott F2 glass. The front, or converter, blocks had light- 
guides and phototubes mounted on the upper or lower edges of the blocks as appropriate. 
The absorber blocks had their phototubes mounted on the downstream face of the blocks. 
The interface between the blocks and the phototubes was a  lightguide sealed between the 
block and phototube with a thin layer of the optical grease RTV16. Each tube was housed 
inside a /i-metal shield. Four different types of tubes were employed in the PbG array. Faster 
tubes were placed close to beam center to accommodate the higher rates due to the neutral 
beam. The converter blocks had 3" diameter Amperex 3462 tubes on the outer seven upper 
and lower blocks on each side. The remaining six upper and lower blocks nearest beam 
center used 3.5W EMI 9531R phototubes. The absorber used 5W EMI 9618R phototubes in 
general. The faster 5" Amperex 58AVP(DVP) tubes were used on the two columns clos
est to the detector centerline as well as the four central blocks in the third column. The 
response of the system was monitored via the use of a nitrogen laser and an optical dye. 
When excited by the laser, the optical dye produced light that was similar to that produced 
by electrons passing through the glass. This light was fanned out to the individual blocks 
by a bundle of optical fibers.

3.5 Finger Counters

A bank of scintillators was installed between the converter and back blocks of the PbG. This 
detector was referred to as the finger hodoscope (FNG ). Each arm of the FNG consisted of
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27 vertical counters and 36 horizontal counters. These slats were 5.1 cm wide, 1.5 cm thick 
and 143 cm long. They were constructed of the same material as the TSC’s. The placement 
of phototubes was also identical to the TSC’s. Each slat was wrapped in a layer of 0,002" 
aluminized Mylar and a 0.006" layer of black vinyl. Three different types of phototubes 
were used. The y measuring slats used Amperex XP2230 phototubes, while the x counters 
used Amperex 56AVP phototubes on top and EMI 9902 tubes on the bottom. The lowest 
y slat on each arm also used the EMI 9902 tubes due to space constraints. Each slat also 
had a green LED glued to it in order to provide test pulses to the system.

The FNG was used in 1988 to indicate the presence of 7 ’s from the four body decays 
ee77  and ^ 7 7 . The presence of the 7 *s was indicated by two clusters in each arm of 
the FNG . One of these clusters, in each arm, was presumed to be from the lepton in the 
decays ee'yy and fifi7 7 . This detector element was not used in the 1989 or 1990 analyses. 
The finger counters can be seen in figure 3.14 but will not be considered beyond this short 
description.

3.6 M uon Identification  E lem ents

3.6.1 O verview

The final elements in the E791 detector constituted the muon identification system. These 
elements were used in identifying the fi+n~ candidates in the data samples. They were 
also used in the determination of efficiencies of detection. The system consisted of 
one passive and two active elements. The passive element was a large iron wall imme
diately downstream of the PbG. This element filtered out all particles except muons and 
punch-throughs. The active elements were a muon hodoscope and a muon rangefinder im
mediately downstream of the iron filter. The muon rangefinder was originally designed 
in a way th a t would allow a measurement of the longitudinal polarization of the muons 
in the decay. However, constraints that developed as the experiment was
constructed precluded a full implementation of the original design concept.

3.6.2 T h e  M uon H odoscope

The muon hodoscope had its front face located at a z  position of 33.7 meters. It was directly 
downstream of a 91-cm iron muon filter which had a back face about 5 cm upstream of the 
MHO. Both were shown in figure 3-15(51]. The MHO consisted of 11 x measuring slats and
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Figure 3.15: Illustration of the MHO and iron filter.

14 y  measuring slats in each arm. The x and y measuring slats had lengths of 2.69 and 
2.29 meters, respectively. The widths and thicknesses were identical for both and were 18.8 
and 2.54 cm, respectively. The slats were made of Bicron BC408 scintillator. Each slat was 
wrapped in aluminized Mylar and black polyethylene. The horizontal slats had phototubes 
on one end while the vertical slats have phototubes on both ends. The end of the horizontal 
slats nearest beam center were blackened to eliminate reflections. The tubes were attached 
by tapering the last 15 cm of the slat from 18.7 cm to 5.1 cm and gluing the end directly 
to the phototube a dear epoxy. The tubes used were 2" Amperex XP2230’s. They were 
encased in a cylindrical magnetic shield. Each slat also had a yellow LED embedded in a 
pre-formed notch, allowing test pulsing of the MHO system.

3.6 .3  The M uon Rangefinder

The last detector element of E-791 was the muon rangefinder. The upstream face of the 
MUG was located at a z  position of 34.4 meters. It was a two-arm system with each arm 
having the dimensions 2.25 x 3.05 x 12.7 m3. The system consisted of 75 slabs of 3" Carrara 
marble in the upstream portion and 25 slabs of 3" aluminum in the remainder on each side. 
The marble slabs were constructed from four smaller slabs glued together with 3M 2216 
B /A  adhesive. After this construction, the entire slab had a steel band attached to the 
outside edge in order to preserve the structural integrity. Each slab was followed by a  2" 
air gap. The entire structure rested on a table and I-beam structure made of 6063-T6
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Figure 3.16: Top and side views of the muon rangefinder.
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Figure 3.17: Cross sectional view of an extrusion.

aluminum alloy.
Thirteen of the air gaps were instrumented with x and y measuring proportional wire 

chambers. W ith the upstream-most air gap being labeled as 1, gaps 1, 6 ,11, 22, 28, 35, 43, 
52, 62, 73, 86 , and 99 were instrumented to  provide range measurements in 10% momentum 
intervals. A top view of the MRG is given in  figure 3.16. The planes were constructed from 
extruded aluminum sections. Figure 3.17[53] is a cross sectional view of an extrusion[53]. 
Each section contained eight individual cells separated by an aluminum web at 30° to the 
normal. The cross section had cell dimensions of 1.2 x  2.1 cm with the aluminum walls 
being 1/16" thick. Two 75 fim gold plated tungsten wires separated by 1.06 cm were strung 
with 500 grams of tension in each cell. The wires, in  turn, were held in place by Noryl 
wire-holders mounted in Lexan end-caps which were epoxyed to bo th  ends of the section. 
The epoxy used on the endcaps as well as on the Noryl holders was Bondmaster 666 which 
also provided a  gas seal.

The individual sections were then bonded together into planes with Loctite Depend. The 
x measuring planes contained 12 sections while the y  measuring planes contained 16. Thin 
aluminum sheets were bonded across the epoxied sections with a  silver based conductive 
epoxy for grounding purposes. The dimensions of the x  and y measuring planes were 225 
x 301 x 1.42 cm3. A front view of an x measuring plane is illustrated in figure 3.18[53]. A 
mixture of 49% argon, 49% ethane and 2% propanol was supplied to the planes via the gas 
distribution system sketched in figure 3.19[53], Custom-made amplifier and discriminator 
electronics were attached to each plane. A pulse test signal was provided to all of the 
electronics for diagnostic purposes.
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Chapter 4

T h e  D a ta  A cq u is itio n  S y stem

4 .1  O verview

Many particle physics experiments have problems associated with high rates, and that is 
particularly true in rare decay experiments. In order to reduce the initial rates in E791 to 
a  manageable level, a complex data acquisition system was needed. This system required a 
multi-level triggering system. The information from individual detectors also needed to be 
digitized quickly. In order to  minimize deadtime, several stages of buffers were required to 
hold the digitized data. Finally, since the data were obtained in spills, an online software 
trigger was needed so that data  could be processed during periods when no data were being 
acquired.

Information from the detector elements was subjected to three distinct levels of trig
gering. These are the the level 0 (LO), level 1 (LI) and level 3 (L3) triggers. A level 2 

(L2) trigger was originally envisioned and implemented but eventually not used. Since the 
experiment was searching for several different decay modes, any given event could initially 
satisfy the criteria for more than one of the modes, which required the triggers to be highly 
parallel. The information from the detector elements was also highly parallel. Each detec
to r required different and occasionally multiple sets of electronics to process signals. These 
electronics were of four different types and comprised the digitization system. The output 
associated with each detector element was eventually put together in a data set referred 
to  as an event. The creation of this large data set from the smaller sets was controlled 
by a  set of custom CAMAC modules, called the readout supervisor, and crate scanners 
associated with the digitization electronics for each detector. The final level of triggering

39
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Figure 4.2: Logic to the LO trigger.

was performed in a set of 3081E processors. After the final level of triggering, events were 
uploaded via a micro-VAX computer to tape. A schematic of the acquisition system in 
shown in figure 4.1[47].

The naming convention for the signals in the figures in this chapter corresponds to a short 
series of characters that uniquely identify the detector elements. The leftmost element is L 
or R, denoting the left or right arm of the detector. If  there is no L or R, the implication 
is that the signals were AND’ed over the left and right sides of the detector. The next 
character(s) identify the individual detector elements. They can be a drift chamber (D l, 
D2, D3), a  coincidence between drift chambers (D12), a  front or back TSC (TF or TB), the 
CER (C) or the MHO (M). The next character, X or Y, refers to z  or y measuring elements 
where applicable. The lack of an X or Y indicates an AND over the z  and y elements. The 
final character identifies the logical segmentation within the detector element. For example, 
the signal referred to as RMX3 refers to the third set of OR ’ed x measuring slats in the 
right arm of the MRO.

4.2 Level 0 Trigger

The most rudimentary trigger in the experiment was referred to as the level 0 trigger. This 
trigger indicated the presence of at least one charged particle in each arm of the detector. 
An illustration of the LO logic is given in figure 4.2[54]. It required hits in both the upstream 
and downstream TSC’s. In the upstream TSC, the meantimed signals from the z  counters
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were OR ’ed together in groups of IS. In  the downstream TSC, the meantimed signals from 
the x counters were also OR ’ed together in groups of 16 but then AND’ed with the OR of 
all the y channels in the appropriate arm  of the detector. LO was then defined as the logical 
AND of these four outputs obtained from a Lecroy 4508 programmable logic unit (PLU ).

4.3 L evel 1 Trigger

The next level of triggering was level 1. The purpose of the Ll trigger was to determine the 
presence of tracks that traversed the entire detector. Detailed information on the LO and Ll 
triggers can be found in references [55], [56] and [57]. This trigger took on several levels 
of detail. The simplest of these was the L l trigger for minimum bias (MB) events. The 
next higher level incorporated signals from the CER and MHO with the MB requirements to 
indicate so called physics events. This crude form of particle identification (PID) flagged the 
kaon decay products based upon the type of decay. In addition to these, a set of calibration 
events were defined as L l triggers for diagnostic and calibration purposes. The final levels 
of the trigger applied prescales and various inhibit signals.

To form the L l trigger, the LO signal first enabled a second PLU . A re-timed (RT) 
signal from the AND of the front and back TSC x  counters was then AND’ed with signals in 
the first three drift chambers. This signal was replaced with the LO signal about halfway 
through the 1990 run to eliminate deadtime caused by the re-timer[58]. This combination
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of DC and TSC hits defined a  MB event and is referred to  as a Level 1 minimum bias trigger. 
The logic for the DC related parts of this trigger is illustrated in figure 4.3. The pattern 
of DC hits required was 3 out of 4 x- and y-measuring planes in each arm of the first two 
sets of DC’s, and 1 out of 2 x /y  planes in both arms of the third set of DC’s. The L l logic, 
at this point, prescribed an  8-fold coincidence of DC hits in coincidence with a  LO trigger. 
MB events or L l MB triggers then followed two parallel paths. One of these prescaled (PS) 
the MB events in hardware by a factor of 2000 with a  flip-flop (F /F ). The second of these 
proceeded to incorporate crude PID from the CER and MHO detectors. The logic for the 
MHO PID is shown in figure 4.4. The electron PID requirements were a  simple in-time hit 
in the CER counter.

Physics events were either dilepton events of the form and
or 2ir events. A lepton is identified by a positive signal in the appropriate detector. The 
MHO y-measuring slats were OR ’ed together to form one signed while the z-measuring slats 
were divided into four logical groups with the slats in each group being OR ’ed. Pions, on 
the other hand, were defined by a veto in  both the CER and MHO. Events with v +tt~ PID 
were prescaled in hardware by a factor of 100. An event with 7r+7r -  PID would only be 
a Ll trigger if either the MB or ir+ir~ prescales were satisfied. Dilepton events were not 
subjected to any prescales. Before a physics event was defined, the two inputs were pulse 
shaped (PS). A schematic of the logic leading to this point of the L l trigger is given in 
figure 4.5(59].

The final stage of the L l trigger incorporated various signals to insure the event was 
valid. Physics events would enable the L l trigger unless various inhibit signals were present. 
These requirements were; 1 ) the event occurred within the beam gate, 2) a calibration event
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Bit Requirements Trigger

0 D-LO-RC-LM fie
1 D-LO-LC-RM efi
2 D-LO-RM-LM fifi
3 D-LO-RC-LC ee
4 D*L0/pr minimum bias prescaled
5 D-LO-C-M 7T7T
6 D-LO'C • M/pr 7T7T prescaled

Table 4.1: Summary of Level 1 physics trigger requirements.

was not present, 3) the readout supervisor was not busy with a previous event and 4) a 
physics veto was not set. The L l trigger was also enabled by calibration events unless the 
calibration veto was set, the RS is busy or the dead-timer indicates a physics event is still 
in the stream. The final stage of the logic leading to the L l trigger is illustrated in figure 
4.6[59]. A summary of the allowable physics triggers is given in table 4.1. Calibration 
events could be of the form of analog-to-digital converter pedestal triggers, time-to-digital 
converter monitoring triggers, or a random trigger occurring at the rate of 50 Hz. These 
calibrations could occur both inside and outside of the beam gate. Finally, the Ll trigger 
could be changed to correspond to a high ra te  («- 10 kHz) of random triggers, LO triggers 
and other detector-specific calibration triggers.

4.4  D igitization

4.4 .1  Overview

The Ll trigger sent signals to the digitization electronics which included two types of time- 
to-digital converters, amplitude-to-digital converters and latch modules. Several detectors, 
in particular the CER and PbG, used two different types of digitization electronics because 
of the need for several different types of information from them. The PbG, for example, 
was used to determine hit times and the amount of energy deposited requiring the use of 
analog to digital converters and time-to-digital converters. All of the digitization electronics
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followed the custom FASTERBUS protocol followed by E791[60]. This protocol required 
that the digitized contents be transferred to buffers so that the electronics could be re
enabled for the next event.

4.4.2 The 6-Bit Tim e-To-Digital Converters

The 6-bit fine-binned time-to-digital converters (TDC *s) were used to record hit times in the 
DC’s, p-measuring slats of the TSC’s and the PbG. They were custom built 32 channel, 2.5 
ns least-count TDC ’s. Approximately 5000 channels were read out corresponding to nearly 
150 modules. The 2.5 ns least-count signal was generated via the overlap of two square 
waves which had their phases offset by a quarter wavelength. The digitization to time was 
performed via a 6-bit gray code counter[6l][62]. This yielded a 160 ns total dynamic range. 
The converters were started by emitter-coupled logic (ECL) signals from the LI trigger and 
are stopped by the discriminated signals from the individual detectors. Early hits which 
were present when the LI ECL signal arrived were recorded as zero time hits. Late hits 
were recorded as an overflow of the counter (> 160 ns).

4.4.3 The 8-Bit F ine-Binned Tim e-To-Digital Converters

Detector elements requiring more precise timing information used custom built 8-bit fine- 
binned time-to-digital converters (FTDC’s). These included the x  measuring slats of the 
TSC’s, the CER, the FNG , and the MHO. The FTDC’s were started and stopped in a  manner 
similar to the TDC’s. The time was digitized by charging a capacitor via a constant current 
source. The FTDC's were 210 ps least count and had a  dynamic range of 55 ns. Each of 
the 35 modules used in the experiment contained 32 channels. An early hit, in these level 
triggered devices, unlike the TDC ’s which were edge triggered, would result in no hit being 
recorded. A late hit, on the other hand, would result in the largest possible time being 
recorded[63][64].

4.4 .4  The Am plitude-To-Digital Converters

Custom built 8-bit bilinear amplitude-to-digital converters (ADC’s) were also used to digitize 
signals from the CER, MHO and FNG . The sensitivity of the A D C ’s for small signals (0-63 

channels) was 150 fC/count while for large signals (64-255 channels) it was 470 fC/count. 
This yielded a 100 pC dynamic range and fine resolution for small signals. Nearly 500
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channels of data were digitized by  the ADC ’s. The charge integration gate widths were set 
in L l and varied between 55 and 130 ns. Digitization occurred within 200 ns of the end of 
the gate[65].

4.4.5 The Latch M odules

The latch modules were used for signals from the MRG and trigger information for the 
readout supervisor. They were custom built and primarily concentrated on digitization 
of the MRG signals. A L l ECL signal instructed the latches to record the state of the 
signals. If a signal was present, a  hit was present; otherwise no hit was present. The 
modules consisted of 96 channels per module. A total of 26 modules were used in the MRG 

digitization. All channels, nearly 2500, were read out on each event. This is in contrast to 
the other digitization electronics which only had hit channels read out[66].

4.5 Level 2 Trigger

The Level 2 trigger (L2) was a hardware trigger that used a  memory lookup to cut events. 
The purpose of the trigger was to accept only those events that exhibited correlations 
between the upstream and downstream x and y  TSC counters. Good tracks would exhibit 
correlations between the counters, where downstream counters were within a narrow band 
of those in the upstream counters. The correlations were checked for x  and y  counters 
separately. Uncorrelated'hits were distributed randomly with respect to each other. The 
L2 trigger could also make a rough calculation of the invariant mass and colinearity of an 
event. These quantities are described in a later section. The lookup table was created from 
a sample of Monte Carlo events. Although the trigger had been thoroughly tested and 
verified, it was not used because the detector rates could not justify its incorporation. The 
trigger would have rejected approximately 67% of the raw events but only 15 % of the good 
two-body events[67][68j.

This trigger was used in pass-through mode in all running periods. In this mode till 
events were considered to pass the L2 trigger, but no L2 calculations were performed. The 
trigger also contained a  buffer for the digitized data from L l. This stage 1 buffer was 
transferred to the stage 2 buffer during this phase of triggering. These buffers allowed two 
events to exist in the readout pipeline at once. The stage one buffer resided in the data 
modules associated with the digitization electronics. The stage two buffer resided in the
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crate scanner used to read out the digitized event.

4.6 Readout

The transfer of data from the stage 1 and 2 buffers as well as to the turbo memory of the 
3081E’s was controlled by the readout supervisor (RS ). The RS was a set of 12 custom 
built CAMAC modules. Each module monitored the state of a  particular set of crates of 
electronics. Each crate contained up to 16 modules (T D C ’s, FTDC’s, ADC *s or latches). 
While 21 crates existed, only 12 crate scanners were required. This reduction was achieved 
by slaving nine crates to the others in groups of two. This allowed for readout of two crates 
via a single crate scanner and significantly reduced the number of memory ports required by 
the turbo memory of the 3081E’s. Each crate scanner was fanned out to the eight possible 
turbo memory boards of the eight 3081E’s[69].

When a L l trigger occurred, the RS would allow digitization if the stage 1 buffer was 
clear. If it was not, the trigger was inhibited. As soon as the stage 2 buffer was clear, the 
RS would allow transfer of the digitized event to the stage two buffer. Had the L2 trigger 
been used and an event had failed, the stage two buffer would have been cleared and the 
stage 1 buffer, if filled, would have been transferred. The next transfer stage was from the 
stage 2 buffer to the turbo memory of an available 3081E. The priority of data transfer, 
however, was in the reverse order of the description given here.

The 308lE’s were processor boards designed to emulate the instruction set of the IBM 
3081. Turbo or dual port memory (DPM ) was added to each processor board. The size of 
the DPM was two Mbyte. It acted as a large buffer to hold events for later processing. Each 
of the eight boards had inputs from the 12 crate scanners. In addition to controlling the 
transfer from the stage 2 buffer to the DPM , the RS also broadcast a 4 bit number, called 
a fine event number, to all of the crate scanners. This number, which was also transferred 
to the DPM , was an identification tag for the event. It was used to insure that the data 
from the individual crate scanners came together properly. Finally, the number of words 
transferred from the crate scanners to the DPM was also sent. When the maximum number 
of words allowed from one of the scanners was transferred, it signaled the RS . The RS 

then took the filled 3081E out of the data pipeline and placed a free one in. When the 
processor board was finished with the Level 3 algorithm, it signaled the RS again. The 
RS then allowed the board to return to the data pipeline in the next spill. Approximately
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2000 events filled a 3081E. The maximum transfer rate was about 0.64 Gbyte/sec and the 
average readout time was 10 fisec per event[70].

4.7 Level 3 Trigger

Once the DPM of a 3081E was filled, the RS took it out of the data pipeline and instructed 
the processor to begin the Level 3 (L3) calculation. The L3 trigger was a software trigger 
and the algorithms used in it changed between 1989 and 1990 (as well as 1988). The result 
of the change in the L3 code was a significantly higher efficiency for the L3 trigger in 1990. 
The heart of the L3 trigger was a fast tracking algorithm th a t allowed for a rough calculation 
of and loose cuts on the invariant mass and colinearity of an event [71]. MB events were 
processed by the L3 code, but no cuts were applied. This was done in order to obtain a 
sample of semileptonic events, which typically had large colinearity angles, and to  obtain a 
sample of two body events that could be used to calculate the efficiency of the trigger.

The first stage of the L3 trigger was to unpack the TDC words from the drift chambers. 
This stage required that good hits be present in all drift chamber planes. A good hit could 
be a single, an in-time pair, an adjacent pair or a triple. A maximum of four in-time pairs 
were allowed in each measuring plane. The L3 code then constructed all possible pairs in 
the first two drift chamber sets, creating a  set of possible tracks. These tracks were required 
to be divergent from the beam centerline. The next stage of the trigger determined whether 
two of the formed tracks could correspond to an actual decay. This was accomplished by 
creating all possible pairs of tracks in both  arms and comparing them to real data via a 
lookup table. The x and y views of each track were considered separately. The actual 
comparison was not always done for all possible pairs. Possible tracks in each arm were 
formed and then compared to a lookup table in order of descending time sum, or best 
quality hits to worst quality hits. When two possible sets of tracks were found, the one 
with the best vertex quality was chosen. The tracks in each arm were then projected to 
the center of D2 where a 300 MeV/c transverse momentum kick was applied. The track 
was then projected to DC3 where hits in a loose region around the expected position were 
required.

The third stage of L3 was a rough calculation of the kinematics of the event. This 
calculation was performed for all decays indicated from the L l trigger. The track momentum 
was calculated by integrating a reduced map of the magnetic field over the path  of the
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Figure 4.7: Definition of colinearity 0C.

Trigger Approximate rates per spill (Hz)
L0 TSC Coincidences 1.4 X 10e
MB L0 * D12 * D3 80000
Ll MBpre and MB * PID 9000
L3 Online Analysis of L l 150

Table 4.2: Summary of trigger rates.

particle in D2, a second estimate of the momentum kick, and comparing it to the track 
deflection. The colinearity angle and invariant mass of the event were then calculated.

The colinearity angle of an event was defined to be the angle between two vectors related 
to the event. An illustration of the colinearity angle for an event is given in figure 4.7. The 
first of these vectors was determined from the positions of the target and the vertex of the 
decay. The second was formed by adding the momenta of the two tracks. Events with large 
colinearity tended to be three-body decays in which the third, undetected, body carried 
away a significant amount of momentum. The colinearity angle was required to be less 
than 10 mrad. The invariant mass of the event was also calculated. The mass was required 
to be greater than 460 MeV/c2. In the 1989 running period there was an upper limit of 
550 MeV/c2 imposed on the invariant mass from L3 while in 1990 there was no upper 
limit[72]. An event would pass the L3 trigger if any of the modes indicated by L l passed. 
As mentioned previously, MB events automatically passed L3.
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The final stage of L3 was the transfer of events to a DEC //-VAX and output to tape. 
The transfer to the //-VAX was supervised by the RS . The interface between the 3081E 
and the //-VAX was a DR11W interface. Events were stored in a buffer and periodically 
written to 6250 bpi tape. The //-VAX would also occasionally copy the buffer contents to a 
file for diagnostic online analysis. The purpose of this analysis was to m onitor the various 
detectors in order to find problems in real time. The online analysis was done only during 
periods of no data transfer so that deadtime would not be introduced.

4.8 Running C onditions

The average intensity of protons was 4 Tp in 1989 and 5 Tp in 1990, leading to rates on 
the order of 25 MHz in the drift chambers. The implementation of a multi-level triggering 
system permitted a significant reduction in the rates present in subsequent stages of the 
electronics. A summary of the rates is given in table 4.2. The L0 trigger reduced the 
data rate to about 1.5 MHz. The raw MB rate (before prescaling) was approximately 100 
kHz corresponding to a MB prescaled rate of approximately 20 Hz. The to ta l L l rate was 
reduced from the L0 rate by a factor of nearly 150, to 8-9 kHz. The L3 trigger rate was 
reduced from the L l rate by a factor of 50, to approximately 150 Hz. A 6250 bpi tape could 
be filled in 20-30 minutes with approximately 500 spills.

A typical event comprised on the order of 1.0 Kbytes in size. A 6250 bpi tape contained 
an average of 75,000 physics events in addition to a large number of calibration events. 
The calibration events were significantly larger in in size than  the physics events since all 
channels in the detector were read out. Each year of running yielded close to 3000 tapes 
of data. A summary of the acquired data is given in table 4.3. Since the triggers were not 
mutually exclusive, the relative percentages of each event type add up to  well over 100%.
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Event Type Total 1989 Total 1990 Fraction 1989 Fraction 1990

fie events 37,087,700 49,111,200 20.7% 18.8%
efi events 40,312,100 52,510,900 22.2% 20.4%
fifi events 58,242,000 99,198,800 41.9% 29.5%
ee events 31,645,900 32,481,100 13.7% 16.0%
minimum bias events 47,608,300 55,010,200 23.2% 24.1%
L3 JT7T events 25,317,300 23,397,800 9.9% 12.8%
Ll 7T7T prescaled 10,710,600 6,700,900 2.8% 5.4%

Table 4.3: Breakdown of 1989 and 1990 events by trigger type. Totals are rounded, to the 
nearest hundred and percentages to the nearest tenth.



C h a p t e r  5

T h e Offline C ode

5.1 O verview

The use of computers to analyze data acquired from a detector is common to all mod
ern particle physics experiments, and E791 was no exception. The code needed by E791 
was rather complex, although the general computational needs of the experiment could be 
described in very general terms. The set of code that was common to all analysis needs 
was referred to as the standard offline. This set of code, written in a  FORTRAN dialect, 
consisted of over 600 subroutines and over 200 commons. In addition, a large number of 
routines from standard libraries such as CERNLIB were utilized[73].

In this chapter, the primary structure .and function of the various areas of the standard 
offline is presented. The description of the offline code is usually part of that dedicated 
to data analysis. Given the large amount of code used in the general analysis and its 
complexity, it appears reasonable to discuss the code in a  separate chapter. This chapter 
consists of six sections. The first of these is an overview of the code. The remaining sections 
encompass Monte Carlo event generation, processing of raw data, pattern recognition, track 
fitting and track counter association.

The offline code was divided into eleven distinct stages. Functionally, however, the offline 
code can be thought of as consisting of the five parts mentioned above. In addition to these 
parts, several other useful features were incorporated into the standard code. A mechanism 
existed for automatic updating of commons. The updated commons were typically related to 
the geometrical positions of the detectors and the constants used to interpret the digitized 
output of the detectors. The other features were incorporated as part of a user written

54
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Figure 5.1: Offline analysis flowchart.
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interface to the offline code. The offline used this routine in several ways. It was called after 
each of the I I  distinct stages of the code. This allowed the user to analyze and potentially 
cut events after each successive stage. The user could also control the flow of the program in 
this area. Stages could be skipped or re-executed and the entire program could be halted if 
desired. In addition, a number of entry points were defined. These pseudo-subroutines were 
used for controlling program flow, checked the status of special operations such as input and 
output, checked unusual events and non-fatal errors, and finally processed special events 
such as calibrations and scaler records. A simple flowchart of the offline code, excluding 
the user interfaces, is given in figure 5.1. It should be understood that the user interface is 
invoked after each stage depicted in this flowchart.

5.2 Generation o f M onte Carlo Events

The first logical area of the offline code pertained to the generation of Monte Carlo events. It 
consisted of the first three stages of the offline code. The first stage generated a kaon and its 
daughter particles. The second stage swam the daughter particles through the detector and 
generated decays of the daughters when applicable. The third stage digitized the response 
of the detector to the daughters and their decay products. The generation of the kaons 
used many parameters that were obtained from data. Other parameters, the exponential 
lifetime distribution and the relative branching fractions for example, were also used in  the 
Monte Carlo generation[74][75].

Several parameters were obtained from data for use in the Monte Carlo generation. 
These included the relative number of events to generate at each time period of the experi
ment, the momentum distribution of kaons and the distributions of data in vertex x / z  and 
y fz .  During the pass 4 analysis, it was observed that the distributions in time and in kaon 
momentum were not optimal. Consequently, corrections to these parameters were made. A 
description of the corrections is given in appendix A.

In the Monte Carlo generation, a K \  was created with a momentum chosen from 
the corrected Skubic distribution and a  decay time chosen from its exponential decay 
distribution[76]. At the z position of the decay, calculated from the lifetime, the x and 
y positions were chosen from the vertex x / z  and y / z  distributions. The daughter par
ticles were then generated. If several types of decays were allowed, they were generated 
according to their relative probabilities. For two-body decays, the spherical angles of one of
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the daughters were chosen from a flat distribution in phase space. For three-body decays, 
one additional angle, obtained by sampling the Dalitz plot, for a second daughter was also 
chosen. The remaining parameters were then fixed by conservation of 4-momentum. The 
daughters were then projected to the first drift chamber set. If either of the daughters did 
not pass through the apertures, the event was cut.

The daughters were swum through the detector elements using a fourth-order Runge- 
K utta algorithm in regions of magnetic fields. At each detector aperture, the effects of 
multiple scattering and energy loss due to bremsstrahlung were taken into account. Multiple 
scattering could occur at or before the aperture. If the scattering occurred before the 
aperture, it corresponded to a change in position as well as a change in direction at the 
aperture. Scattering at the aperture, on the other hand, corresponded only to a change 
in direction at the aperture. The final stage of generation digitized the track and filled 
data commons in such a way that Monte Carlo events could be analyzed in an identical 
fashion to data events in later stages. Schematically, the generation of Monte Carlo events 
is illustrated in figures 5.2 and 5.3[77].

5.3 Processing o f Raw D ata

Four stages of the standard offline code were relevant to the processing of events. The 
purpose here was to input and output data as well as process them into a form that could 
be used by the remaining stages of the offline code. Stages 4 and 11 read in, and wrote 
out, events, respectively. The events were input in a packed form. They were originally 
written in the packed form in order to conserve space. The output stage insured that all 
output data were packed before writing the event. Stages 5 and 6 unpacked and derived 
data into a user friendly form. The offline code also contained a feature tha t allowed the 
user to inhibit stages 5 and 6 for selected detector elements, thereby allowing the user to 
decrease, significantly, computer time for jobs that did not use all detector elements.

5.4 P attern  R ecognition

In stage 7 of the offline code, raw events were processed through a pattern recognition routine 
(P T ). PT  used hits in the TSC’s and the DC’s to reconstruct tracks in each spectrometer 
arm[78]. Logically, P T  consisted of five distinct parts: hit finding, 2-D track finding, 3-D
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track finding, vertex reconstruction, and ambiguity resolution. This version of P T  was used 
for the 1989 and 1990 analyses. The version used in 1988 was significantly different and 
will not be discussed in this dissertation. A thorough discussion of the PT routine is given 
in reference [79].

Hit finding began with the TSC’s. The x slats of the TSC’s were required to have a hit 
on both the top and bottom tubes. Furthermore, the hit time was required to be within 
-5 to 21 ns of the event time and the meantime to within -3 to 18 ns. The y slats were 
required to have hit times in the same ranges as the x slats or a  zero time hit and a latch 
hit. The latch hit was allowed since a good hit could be masked by an early accidental 
hit. Hits in the DC’s were then identified and classified into several types. First, all pairs 
and triples with good time sums were identified. At least three of five planes in each view 
were required to have hits of this type. If the remaining two planes did not have good time 
pairs or triples, PT allowed pairs or triples without good time sums or single hits to be 
considered. Pairs or triples without good time sums were broken up into single hits. Figures 
5.4 and 5.5 illustrate triples and pairs with good time sums.

The algorithm proceeded by identifying all possible (maximum of 60) tracks in each 
view of each arm. This 2-D track identification stage is illustrated schematically in figure 
5.6. Beginning with the TSC’s, a potential track was projected upstream through successive 
DC’s. Hits were searched for within relatively broad windows tha t became progressively 
larger around the position to which a potential track was projected. When hits in DC 3 
were located, a momentum measurement could be made. This measurement, made in the 
downstream magnet, was required to be consistent with the momentum in the upstream 
magnet. This condition allowed the windows for hits in DC 2 and DCl to be smaller. 
Ambiguities for pairs were resolved by minimizing the PT track x 2- An illustration of the 
type of ambiguity present for pairs with good time sums is given in figure 5.7. The hit 
wire position was used for single hits in DC planes. PT was unable to resolve this type of 
ambiguity until the final stage.

In the third stage, the two dimensional track candidates in x and y were combined to 
obtain 3-D track candidates. In order to eliminate redundant tracks, tracks were removed if 
they shared more than 13 hits with another identified 3-D track. The positions of the hits 
were then corrected for the small rotations of the DC’s. Finally, x and y  track %2’s from the 
previous stage were recalculated.

The fourth stage of PT looped over all 3-D track candidates to find the pair with the
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of a  good time sum triple.

Figure 5.5: Illustration of a  good time sum pair.
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Figure 5.6: Schematic of 2-D track finding.
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Figure 5.7: Illustration of the ambiguity in a  good time sum pair.

best vertex position. If the distance of closest approach (DOCA) was larger than 12 cm, the 
pair was not considered. The pair that had the smallest DOCA was chosen for the remainder 
of the processing. The vertex was taken to be the midpoint between the DOCA of these 
two tracks. Other tracks with DOCA’s within 6 cm of the calculated vertex were saved 
for further processing by the fitters. The purpose of the final portion of this stage was to 
correct the hit positions for electrostatic deflection of the wires and propagation delays.

In  the final stage, the single hit ambiguities could be resolved. Resolution of ambiguities 
involved varying the side on which the track was assumed to occur and choosing the solution 
which minimized the track x 2- Doubles and triples broken into singles had all possible hit 
locations checked. The track momenta, vertex position, colinearity and masses (as indicated 
by the L3 trigger word) were then calculated (or recalculated).

5.5 Track F ittin g  A lgorithm s

Events that successfully passed PT were subsequently processed through more refined fitters, 
specifically through two independent fitting programs. These algorithms were commonly 
known as QT and FT. Each of these fitters used the full magnetic field map. QT and FT 

determined the best left-right ambiguity solution, where applicable, based on the choice 
th a t minimized their respective track x2. After processing all tracks in an event, the fitter 
then calculated the quality of the vertex. In cases where more than two tracks were present, 
the pair that minimized the vertex x 2 was chosen. At this stage the colinearity angle was
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calculated. Finally, the two-body invariant mass was calculated. Complete descriptions of 
the fitting algorithms can be found in references [80], [81], [82] and [83].

While QT was commonly known as a  fitter, it was not an actual algorithmic fit but 
rather an iterative calculation of track parameters. QT also treated the the two magnets as 
distinct spectrometers. The x  and y  views of the track were treated distinctly for each of 

. the two spectrometer halves. The calculation proceeded by taking the values of the track 
momentum, hit wire positions, track directions and scattering angles from those calculated 
in PT. The particle was then stepped along intervals of 20 cm using a fourth order Runge- 
K utta algorithm and the three components of the magnetic field to solve the equations of 
motion. The particle was stepped along the route D C l to DC 2 to DC 3 for the upstream 
spectrometer half and along the route DC 5 to DC 4 to DC 3 for the downstream spectrometer 
half. The difference between the actual wire hit position at DC 2 (or DC 4) and the position 
as calculated by the QT trajectory was used to correct the direction of the particle at DC 1 
(or DC 5) for both the x and y  views. The differences between the wire hit positions a t DC 3 
and those calculated by QT were used to correct the particle momentum (from x view) and 
the y view scattering angle at DC 2 (or DC 4). This iterative calculation continued until the 
deviations, between successive iterations, were within 10 /xm. If this condition could not be 
met, the event failed the QT fitter.

QT calculated x and y view x2,s for each track. These are given by equations 5.1 and 
5.2 where Sq is the second degree of freedom for the * view given in table 5.1:

\  -1
'P<7

Xy — 3 (  S$y3 60yi )

tr22 <r23

0*23 0 33

024 0*34

0*24

0*34

0*44

Sp
6q j

- 1
f My2 y

S0y3

 ̂ j

(5.1)

(5.2)

where the era are Monte Carlo widths of the degree of freedom distributions, and the cij 
(i ^  j )  are the means of the Monte Carlo distributions of the correlation terms. The degrees 
of freedom are listed and defined in table 5.1. QT also calculated a vertex x 2 hi much the 
same way as PT , except that the vertex was given by the weighted uncertainties of the two 
tracks rather than by the midpoint. The vertex x2 was then defined as the DOCA divided
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View Degree of Freedom Definition

X Sp Back minus Front Momentum 
Normalized Sum of Sp and 60x3

Y SOy 2
60y 3
6& y 4

y-view Scattering Angle at DC2 
y-view Scattering Angle at DC3 
y-view Scattering Angle at DC4

Table 5.1: QT degrees of freedom, q  is the sign of the charge.

by the rms of the DOCA distribution in a  Monte Carlo calculation:

x i  =  r, ,  i ni ' • (5-3)(zi — zu) ol +
In equation 5 .3 , dmin is the vertex DOCA, z \  and z v  are the z  positions o f the first DC and  

th e vertex and c q l  and a o R  are the respective uncertainties in  th e  track directions at th e  

first DC plane.

In contrast to QT, FT was a  mathematically rigorous fit to all the hits in a track in the 
entire spectrometer. The process was iterative as in QT and used the PT parameters as 
initial values. Track and vertex x 2>s based on the differences between the observed and fit 
hit positions were calculated.

FT began by using the values of the x and y positions, their derivatives with respect 
to z and the ratio of charge polarity to momentum as calculated by PT. These are referred 
to as the 5-vector a = (a:,y, g f ,3^,p) where q is the sign of the charge. The particle was 
then stepped along the entire spectrometer arm. There was the subtlety that the actual 
track was slightly different than the fitted track due to neglecting scattering and chamber 
resolution. This discrepancy represented a  potential problem in regions of magnetic fields. 
To account for this, the field strength for the ideal track was adjusted so that it more closely 
approximated tha t experienced by the actual track.

The FT x 2 was then calculated as:
m=20 n=2Q

X2( “ ) =  £  £  { x i a t a  -  *;W y ) W f j  ( x ? la -  x f rorv) . (5 .4)
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The indices * and j  run over the twenty drift chamber measurements in  each arm. The 
weight matrix W fj is the inverse of the covariance or error matrix Efj given by:

RMS
E m  = + (5.5)

In equation 5.5 E f f  is the uncorrelated error matrix corresponding to the drift chamber 
resolution of ~150 {im and is the correlated error matrix resulting from multiple scat
tering. For E f f ,  FT used a diagonal matrix whose elements were simply the individual 
drift chamber resolutions. The matrix was calculated from Monte Carlo events. The 
iteration involved varying a  until the minimum track x2 was found.

As in PT  and QT, FT looped over all fitted tracks in each arm in order to find the pair 
that formed the vertex. Unlike QT and PT , F T  took the pair that minimized the vertex x 2* 

This involved a  9-vector 0  given by:

H -  ,  dxi  dy1 31 d x 2  d y 2  qA  fKd\

The subscripted variables were obtained from a  for each track and z , j/, z  located the 
position of the vertex. This vector was then used to calculate the vertex x 2;

it=10 n=10
X2 (P) = E E  {a1aia -  a T e°rV)  ( a f “* -  a f coru)  . (5.7)

* j
Here, the weight matrix Wfj is the inverse of the covariance matrixfound by the combination 
of the individual track matrices, modified to account for multiple scattering within the 
vacuum window. These choices for the parameters in a  and fi allowed for the minimization 
of the x 2 in a single matrix inversion provided reasonable estimates were used.

5.6 Track Counter A ssociation

The final stages of the offline code related the projection of the pattern-recognized or fitted 
track to hits in the PID detectors and the TSC’s. This association was done in either 
stage 8, 10 or both. The tracks from the fitters were first linearly projected from the fifth 
DC set through the remaining detector elements. The offline then looked for a hit in the 
PID detectors th a t corresponded to the projected track. If one was found, commons were 
filled with the track identification number and information relevant to the detector. This 
information included positions, hit times, confidence levels, etc. Track counter association 
(TKC) could be done from the results of PT, QT or FT.
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5.6.1 The Cerenkov Counter

TKC for the Cerenkov counter involved correcting raw times from the FTDC’s and locating 
hits. The FTDC times were corrected using constants obtained from a  separate study of 
well-identified K es electrons. Although the corrections were channel dependent, the CER 

contained only a total of 16 channels. First, the track associated hits were located by 
projecting a simulated cone of Cerenkov light with an opening of 16.7 m rad to the mirrors. 
Next, based on the mirrors hit, TKC produced simulated hits in the phototubes. Finally, 
TKC looped over all hits that corresponded to simulated hits, selecting the one with the 
best corrected time, which is the one closest to zero.

5.6.2 The Lead Glass

The code for the PbG first calculated a correction to the raw ADC signal with a calibration 
constant. This constant was tracked over the entire run in 1990 and as periodic updates in 
1989. Next, the energies deposited in the blocks hit by the simulated track and immediately 
adjacent blocks were summed. For the converter blocks, this involved the hit block and the 
two adjacent blocks in z. For the back blocks, the energies deposited in the hit block and 
the surrounding eight blocks were summed. These sums yielded the quantities of interest, 
namely Eback and E lot = F conu +  E ^ .

5.6.3 The M uon H odoscope

TKC for the MHO was slightly more complicated. The MHO contained five pieces of infor
mation used by TKC. These were the x and y position of the hit and the three times from 
the two x and the one y  phototubes. The track-associated hit was taken to be the one 
closest to the simulated hit. As in the CER and PbG, the raw times from the T D C ’s were 
corrected from a separate study. In this case, however, well-identified muons from 3 

decays were used. The differences between the actual and simulated hit positions were then 
calculated. These differences were then used to calculate the probability that the actual 
hit was track-associated, based on space match alone. This probability corresponded to a 
convolution of a uniform distribution representing a MHO counter and a  normal distribution. 
The convoluted probability is:

m = £  ( b r f c  " )  -  e r f C  ( - * + »  - - ? ) )  (5.8)
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where w is the width of a  MHO counter, * is either x j i j  = x — or =  y  — y,;m and 
fi and tr are the Gaussian lit parameters.

Similarly, a  probability based on the time information alone could also be calculated. 
The following quantities were chosen as variables for the probability distribution:

Ti =  ty (5«9)

T2 =  (5.10)

where
£   J  txbol i f  \£xbot f y |  ^  l^ x to p  tp|

1 txiop otherwise.

The probabilities were then calculated from:

V2 irtri

and

( 2 i t ) 3 / 2  ( r 3 a \ a 2

x ^2 -  E R F C  (-xcc 2 +  — )  +  E R F C  (x a 2 +  (5.13)

where

2 3a f =
2<r2

2 1a 2 =
2<r2

z
0 2  = 2a? 1

4aj£r4

The fi and a  parameters were obtained from separate studies for each time variable. Prom 
these probabilities a confidence level for each variable and an overall confidence level were 
constructed. The overall confidence level was used in the final analysis cuts. A discussion 
and derivation of these quantities can be found in references [84] and [85].

5 .6 .4  T h e  M u o n  R a n g e f in d e r

The MRG used a simple space match table to find track-associated hits. This table was 
generated in a  separate study using K ll2 events. Each track-associated hit in the MRG was
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determined by comparison to this table. When two consecutive x and y  planes had no track 
associated hits, the stop gap was determined. This gap was defined to be the one in which 
the last TKC hit occurred. The expected stop gap was determined from the momentum of 
the particle. A cut on the difference between actual and expected stop gaps was used in 
the final analysis cuts.



Chapter 6

T h e  P ro d u ctio n  A n a ly sis

6.1 O verview

All offline analysis was done on an IBM 3090 mainframe. The bulk of the analysis was 
done on a machine at BNL. However, a machine at Cornell was also used for a portion of 
the production analysis. This processing was referred to as the production analysis and 
consisted of 5 main passes. The first pass, pass 0, was used only in 1990. In this stage, raw 
6250 bpi tapes were copied to  IBM 3480 cartridges. Pass 1 was a data reduction pass. Here 
the raw events were pattern recognized and loose cuts were applied. The next stage, pass 
2, was a refinement of the pattern recognition results and involved the two main fitters of 
the offline code. Pass 3 separated the events according to event type in a  process called 
stripping. Finally, pass 4 was the main analysis pass of the data. Here, final kinematic 
and particle identification cuts were applied to the stripped events. An additional pass, 
although separate from the previous ones, generated sets of Monte Carlo events and wrote 
them to cartridges for use in the pass 4 analysis.

The pass 4 analysis was the most complex stage. Six different sets of events were used in 
the analysis. These were the data samples from pass 3 for and MB as well as
Monte Carlo /x+/i“ , 7r+7r- , and semileptonic decays. The main purpose of this pass was to 
divide the pass 3 subsets into additional subsets as a function of the kinematic and particle 
identification cuts. This process permitted a detailed study of the systematic effects of the 
cut values used.

Nearly 1000 branching ratios, each from the same data set but corresponding to different 
sets of cuts, for the K £ — ► /x+/x-  decay were calculated for each year. Given that there

69
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existed 1989, 1990 and combined samples, approximately 3000 different branching ratio 
groups were used to study systematic effects.

6.2 Pass 0

In 1990 data tapes were initially written to 6250 bpi tape. The tapes had proved to be 
unreliable under extended use in the previous year so a decision to copy the tapes to IBM 
3480 cartridges was made. This action had several advantages. First, the cartridges were 
more reliable under extended use. Secondly, the cartridges had a significantly (~  1/2) lower 
cost while providing nearly 30% more storage space. They were also physically smaller and 
easier to handle. Once the tapes were copied to cartridges, they were recycled into the raw 
data acquisition stream. If there were any errors associated with the copy, the tapes were 
not recycled. This recycling significantly lowered the total cost of storing raw data. This 
procedure was not used in 1989, although later passes used the 3480 cartridges exclusively. 
There were 2935 physics tapes written in 1989 and 2219 in 1990. These numbers exclude 
tapes written for calibration and special studies.

6.3 Pass 1

Pass 1 performed several tasks to reduce the size of the data set. First, all calibration events 
except for those related to the PbG were discarded. Calibration events related to the PbG 

were prescaled by a factor of two for 1989 data and three for 1990. Next, the events were 
categorized as dilepton events, 7r+7r“ events, MB x +ir-  events or MB events based on the 
value of the invariant mass for each mode. A sample of the raw input events, prescaled by 
5000, was written out. While these events were processed by the rest of the program, they 
were written out regardless of passage or failure of subsequent processing. At this stage 
the MB events were prescaled by a factor of 60 for 1989 and 30 for 1990. MB x +7r"  events 
were prescaled by a factor of 3 for 1989 and 2 for 1990. Finally, all events had the PT  

program applied to them. If the event failed P T , it was discarded. If the event was a  MB 
event, it was not subjected to any further cuts. A loose colinearity cut of 02 < 10 mrad2 

or Py (transverse momentum squared) < 800 M eV 2/c2 was then applied. Events were 
then subjected to a loose mass cut of m  > 470 M eV/c2. In 1989, an additional upper mass 
cut of m <530 MeV/c2 was imposed. After passing these criteria, the appropriate bit in
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Pass 1 Event Type Number (89) Fraction (89) Number (90) Fraction (90)

raw prescale events 45,856 0.9% 38,300 0 .6%
mln. bias prescale 458,743 8 .6% 891,800 13.6%
fie pass 1 bits 560,800 10.5% 843,400 12 .8%
efi pass 1 bits 620,600 11.7% 893,500 13.6%
fifi pass 1 bits 1,981,700 37.2% 2,822,800 42.9%
ee pass 1 bits 97,900 1.8% 129,600 2 .0%
minimum bias v r 269,800 5.1% 409,400 6 .2%
tttt pass 1 bits 1,438,000 27.0% 793,800 12 .1%

Table 6.1: Physics events out of pass 1 in 1989 and 1990. Totals are rounded to  nearest 
hundred and percentages to nearest tenth.

the pass 1 word was set so that the event could be easily identified later. The appropriate 
bits in the pass 1 word were also set for events that bypassed any of the processing or cuts. 
An event could be part of several processing modes. The flow of the pass 1 production for 
1989 is illustrated in figure 6.1. Both of the 1989 and 1990 running periods contained 100 

output cartridges from pass 1. The 1990 cartridges were later reorganized onto 150 carts 
because of increased space requirements of the pass 2 production. Nonetheless, the pass 1 

production reduced the data approximately by a factor of 25. Table 6.1 lists the output 
of the pass 1 production as a function of event type. The percentages in this table add to 
more than 100% since the modes were not mutually exclusive.

6.4 Pass 2

Pass 2 performed the refined fitting of the events tha t were output from the pass 1 program. 
PT  was re-applied since there were several large common blocks needed by the fitters that 
were not written to cartridges. No further cuts on P T  quantities were made. Events that 
were in the raw prescale or prescale were not processed in pass 2 unless they were
members of the remaining modes. The QT and FT  fitting programs were then applied to the 
events. If the event was part of the MB sample, it was written out regardless of the results 
of the fitting. The remaining samples were required to pass at least one of the fitters. If the
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Figure 6.1: Flow of the pass 1 analysis. The upper mass cut was changed to 30 GeV in 
1990.
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Event Type ------C U T S------- 1989 #  of C arts 1990 #  of Carts
MB None 9 17
M B „ None 5 8
W TKC hits in MHO: M  > 480 M eV jc1 6 9
ee TKC hits in CER 2 2
lie TKC hits in CER, MHO: M  >  480 MeVjc1 4 4

Table 6.2: Summary of the pass 3 output for 1989 and 1990.

two body invariant mass, as calculated by the fitters, was greater than 470 M eV jc2, the 
appropriate bit in the pass 2 word was set and the event was written out. As in the pass 
1 program, an event could be a member of several modes. No reduction of data was done 
in this pass. Accordingly, every input pass 1 cartridge corresponded to a  pass 2 output 
cartridge. The flow of the pass 2 analysis is illustrated in figure 6.2.

6.5 Pass 3

The next stage of event processing was the stripping of events. In this stage, the output 
of the pass 2 program was separated into five distinct streams and written to separate 
cartridges. MB and MB 7r+ir-  events were selected by their pass 2 word bits. No cuts 
were applied to these two samples. The sample was also selected by the pass 2
word bit but had the additional requirement of a track-associated hit in both the left and 
right arms of the MHO counter. A low mass cut of 480 M eV jc2 was also applied to these 
events. The e+e-  sample was selected on the pass 2 word bit with the' condition of a  track 
associated hit existing in both arms of the CER counter. Finally, the fi^e^  sample was 
chosen by imposing a 480 M eV/c2 lower mass cut and requiring track-associated hits in 
the CER and MHO counters as appropriate. Events could be part of the F T  and QT stream 
but were required to be a member of at least one stream. Table 6.2 is a  summary of the 
number of cartridges written for each of the different modes. Each output cart contained 
approximately 55,000 events. Each mode was required to have the appropriate pass 2 word 
bits set.

6.6 Generation o f M onte Carlo Sam ples

The final stage of the production analysis required the use of Monte Carlo generated events. 
These events were generated in a stage of the production analysis th a t was somewhat
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MC Event Type ~  Generated 1989 #  of Carts 1990 #  of Carts
MM 2.5 x 10e 2 2
ee 2.5 X 10* 2 2
Me 2.5 x 10* 2 2
■k i t 2.5 x 106 2 2
Semileptonic 5.0 X 10“ 4 10

Table 6.3: Summary of Monte Carlo generation output.

disjointed from the main passes. Events of five different types were generated. These 
modes were M+M~i 7r+7r“ , /x±e:f:} e+e~, and semileptonic decays. The (i^e? and e+e“ 
Monte Carlo samples are not relevant to this dissertation and will not be discussed further. 
Over 3 X 106 events were generated for the 7r+x -  and M*M~ modes. The number generated 
in the semileptonic sample was not recorded. The size of the Monte Carlo semileptonic set 
was required to be about twice as large as the data semileptonic set. Since the generated 
sample was used just for background subtraction in the data sample, only a set
with reasonable statistics was required. There was no need to know the total number of 
generated events. The number of generated events written to cartridges after applying loose 
cuts was about 140,000 for 7r+7r“ and ■ There were 2-3 times this number written 
in the semileptonic sample for each year. More events were required in the semileptonic 
sample since a  larger fraction of them did not satisfy the pass 4 analysis.

As mentioned in chapter 5, the Monte Carlo events had some corrections applied due 
to non-optimal generation parameters. These corrections are discussed in appendix A. 
The tt+tt-  and semileptonic Monte Carlo events were also corrected for K$ contamination. 
This correction is discussed in appendix B. Although K ^’s do not decay semileptonically, a 
correction was required due to the way in which the data 7r+7T-  sample was corrected. A 
summary of the number of carts generated for each decay mode is given in table 6.3. These 
cartridges contained roughly identical densities, roughly 70,000 events per cartridge, except 
for the semileptonic sample in which the 1990 cartridges were about half as dense as the 
1989 cartridges. The difference had no effect on the final analysis and was only incorporated 
to take batch scheduling difficulties into account.
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6.7 Pass 4

Pass 4 was the most detailed stage of the production analysis. The six different sets of events 
obtained from pass 3 and the Monte Carlo generation stage were used in the analysis. This 
production stage divided the previous sets of data into additional subsets as a function 
of the kinematic and particle identification cuts. This process permitted a  detailed study 
of the systematic effects of the cut values used. Nearly 1000 branching ratios for the 
Jif£ — * decay were calculated for each year. The 1989, 1990 and combined samples
produced approximately 3000 branching ratio values which were used to  study systematic 
effects. Finally, each of the da ta  sets contributed one or more parameters used in the actual 
calculation of the branching ratios.

As much as possible, identical cuts were used for each sample from the previous pass. 
Two notable exceptions were the cuts applied to the Monte Carlo and to the MB samples. 
The Monte Carlo events, unlike the data, did not have PID cuts from the detectors applied 
because the Monte Carlo was never designed to simulate the response of the PID detectors. 
The semileptonic sample was used to calculate Ll bit and PID bin efficiencies. The bin 
efficiencies were efficiency grids as a function of momentum and position. The efficiencies 
were binned in these variables in order to account for their dependence on these quantities. 
In  order to calculate these efficiencies with reasonable statistics, some slightly different 
cuts were used. Complete descriptions of all cuts, which involve parameters such as vertex 
position, x2’sj PHD quantities and similar quantities, are given in appendix C.

The flow of the pass 4 production is shown in figure 6.3. From this illustration it is 
clear that the pass 4 analysis is a highly parallel production pass. It is parallel not only 
because all modes could be processed through the code, but also because it calculated many 
different quantities simultaneously. The pass 4 nomenclature for this production is really 
more of an afterthought than a  well-thought out scheme. It has only been after the analysis 
th a t this stage has been realized as an actual production pass. There are implications in 
this observation to a future improved experiment. These will be discussed further in the 
concluding chapter.

Pass 4 began by flagging events based on the values of the cut variables. For every cut 
there was a nominal value. If  an event failed the nominal value for more than one cut, 
excepting mass and colinearity, it was removed from the production stream. In addition, 
an event was removed if it was outside the range of the cut under question. Naturally,
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the production was parallel in the QT and FT fitters. Consequently, all systematic studies 
conducted assumed that the effects of the cuts were uncorrelated.

This stage was followed by grouping the events, according to the flags, in mass and 
colinearity histograms. These events were weighted according to the corrections described in 
appendices A and B. This phase of pass 4 represented the bulk of the analysis for calculating 
the number of events and the acceptances. The analysis was essentially finished after this 
stage. The remaining processing of the pass 4 code involved calculating efficiency grids and 
integrating them in order to obtain efficiencies.

The efficiency grids for the L3 and PID efficiencies were generated from MB 7r+7r“ 
and MB data. The results from this part of the production pass were read when the pass 
was applied to Monte Carlo events. The Monte Carlo events provided weights used in 
the integration of the efficiency grids. The grid for the x +ir~ interaction correction was 
generated in a separate study but was integrated in pass 4. In the case of the LI efficiency, 
a slight redefinition of the cut values allowed a straight forward calculation to be performed. 
The cuts used in this phase are described in detail in appendix C.

The final features of the pass 4 code were relatively minor. Numerous tabulations and 
diagnostic plots were created in order to insure tha t the pass was working properly. Pass 4 
had the capability of running on small data sets with the outputs summed at a  later stage. 
This feature allowed the user to maximize the use of the batch workers. The summing of 
output results was done in such a way that the to tal obtained from small sets could not be 
distinguished from a run on the complete data set. The data from both years could also be 
summed. This procedure was more complicated and is discussed in appendix D.
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E vent S election  and E fficiency  

C alcu lations

7.1 O verview

After the production analysis passes were completed, events were divided into many subsets. 
Each of these subsets resulted from a set of cuts as described in the previous chapter. The 
final selection of events and calculation of efficiencies was similar for all subsets. To avoid 
confusion, all references to sample sets in this chapter are assumed to be the subset under 
nominal cut values unless otherwise indicated. For all practical purposes, the analysis 
was completed at the end of production pass 4. The remaining work pertained only to 
extracting the information obtained from the final pass. If the systematic study had not 
been conducted, much of the work in the extraction of results could have been done by hand. 
A description of the extraction process is the focus of this chapter. The results obtained 
from applying the methods described in this chapter are presented in chapter 8. Chapters 
7 and 8 are, consequently, formatted in a similar fashion.

7.2 K \  — * P +li‘~ Sample

Figure 7.1 is a  colinearity squared versus mass plot of the combined 1989 and 1990 sample 
of events. The signal region here was defined to be a  box below 2.0 mrad2

and within ±6.0 Mev/c2 of the kaon mass (497.67 MeV/c2). Two types of anticipated 
backgrounds are exhibited in this figure, namely Kc3 and 3 decays. Events above 489
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Mev/c2 were generally K ea decays in which the pion and electron were both misidentified as 
muons. The value 489 MeV/c2 is the kinematic endpoint for this decay under perfect mass 
resolution. This background was commonly referred to as double mis-id. Events on the left 
side of the figure were generally K ^  decays. Here the pion was misidentified as a muon 
and the background was commonly referred to as single mis-id. The background to the 
/i+/x~ signal region was dominated by double mis-id events. The background to the sample 
was calculated in a box identical in mass center and mass width to the signal region but 
extending from 2.5 to 6.5 mrad2 in colinearity squared. Figures 7.2 and 7.3 are histograms 
in mass and colinearity squared of the 1989 and 1990 combined samples.

The calculation of the background from K e3 decays encompassed a  three-step process. 
First the number of events containing an electron signal was determined. Since the electron 
identification detectors were not perfectly efficient, a correction for the inefficiency had to be 
made to the number of identified K e3 background events. Finally, an extrapolation factor 
was needed to determine the number of events in the signal region given the number in the 
background region. The premise here was that any event in the background box passing 
as a candidate but exhibiting electron ID was actually a  K e3 decay. Figure 7.4 is
identical to 7.3 but contains only events that also exhibit electron ID. Figure 7.5 is similar 
but only contains events that do not exhibit electron ID.

The electron identification efficiency was determined from a sample of K es events ob
tained from the pass 3 sample. The calculation was done in the background region of
colinearity space. Events were counted, with and without electron PID, in this background 
region, but without PID. This set of events, to a good approximation, consisted en
tirely of K e3 decays. The ratio of the number of these events exhibiting electron PID to the 
total in the background region yielded the electron identification efficiency. Figure 7.6 is a 
histogram of K ez events without electron identification.

Extrapolation into the signal region was performed in much the same way. In this case, 
the set of K e3 events with electron PID were used. The ratio of the number of events in 
the signal region in colinearity space to the number in the corresponding background region 
was calculated. This factor gave the number of expected K e3 background events in the 
fi+p~ signal region given the number in the background box and the electron inefficiency 
correction.

The determination of the K ^  contribution to the background was similar to the cal
culation of the K e3 background. First, the number of events in the background region in
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colinearity space, between 2.5 and 6.5 mrad2, was determined. Figure 7.7 is the histogram 
of this plot. The background due to this decay appears small and flat in colinearity. The 
number of events in the background region was then corrected for the electron identification 
inefficiency and extrapolated flat into the signal region. The electron identification ineffi
ciency was used in the background subtraction in order to account for K e3 events that 
were not removed with the electron identification requirements. The ratio of K e3 to 3 

backgrounds was approximately 4 to 1.

7.3 K l  — * 7r+7r-  Sam ple

Figure 7.8 is a colinearity squared versus mass plot of the final sample of — ► 7T+7r-
events used for normalization. The signal region here was defined to be identical to that 
used in the K \  — > /x+/i“ sample. The 7r+7T~ sample was subjected to the identical cuts 
used in the K \  — ► sample except tha t no PID was required. A reasonably uniform
background over the figure is apparent. This background arises from the semileptonic decays 
Kes and 3 in which the invariant mass is calculated assuming that both tracks are pions. 
In addition, there is a background to the tt+tt” signal from K$  decays. The correction 
for K$  contamination, described in detail in appendix B, was performed on an event by 
event basis while the semileptonic background subtraction is performed with Monte Carlo 
semileptonic events. The semileptonic background subtraction was performed on both the 
mass and colinearity projections of the signal windows of figure 7.8. Figures 7.9 and 7.10 
are these mass and colinearity projections for the sample. The dashed lines are the
superposition of the background obtained from Monte Carlo. The contributions from K e3 

and events, determined from Monte Carlo, are shown in Figures 7.11 and 7.12.
The number of events in the tail of the colinearity projection above 3.0 mrad2 and in the 

wings of the mass projection between 482-490 and 505-520 MeV/c2 were tabulated for data 
and semileptonic Monte Carlo. The ratio of these values for data and Monte Carlo gave the 
factor by which to adjust the Monte Carlo histograms. The number of tt+tt-  events in the 
signal region was then calculated by subtracting the adjusted number of Monte Carlo events 
in the signal region from the number of data events in the same region. The calculation of 
the background in mass and colinearity squared spaces yielded slightly different values for 
the final ir+ir“ count. The average was used as the final value and the difference was used 
as a systematic error. The values of these numbers are presented in chapter 8 .
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7.4 C alcu lation  o f A cceptances

The geometrical acceptances of the detector for K £ — ► and K £ — ► 7T+ir-  decays
were calculated using Monte Carlo events. The absolute acceptance differed slightly for the 
two decays. This difference was primarily due to the fact that the daughter particles had 
different masses and, thus, exhibited slightly different distributions of their kinematic quan
tities. The calculation of the acceptances was straightforward. The value of the systematic 
error due to the correction of the Skubic distribution, described previously, was obtained in 
the process of modifying the generated momentum distribution[76].

The number of Monte Carlo events in the signal region of colinearity space was tabu
lated. This number divided by the total number of generated events yielded the fractional 
acceptance for each mode. The error on the acceptances was calculated binomially but 
was extremely small. The quantity of interest was the ratio of AffK/A w . This value was a 
measure of the relative difference in geometrical acceptances for the two decays. Changing 
the vacuum window and first drift chamber set used in the 1989 running period significantly 
increased the fractional acceptances in the 1990 running period.

7.5 L evel 1 Efficiency Calculation

A correction for the efficiency of the LI trigger was also determined. It was possible to lose 
a  potential candidate if the L l trigger word lacked a bit that indicated a event.
This efficiency was calculated using 3 decays in which the pion decayed from MB data. 
Cuts nearly identical to those used in the other samples were used except in the case of the 
mass and colinearity cuts. The mass window used was 370-480 MeV/c2 and the colinearity 
cut was 100 mrad2. Events were then subjected to PED. If an event passed these

criteria and also had the proper bit in the Ll trigger word set, L l was considered 
efficient.

7.6 L evel 3 Efficiencies

All dilepton events were required to pass the L3 trigger in order to be written to tape. 
The L3 algorithm was a fast and coarse check of the mass and colinearity of an event. 
Naturally, the code was not expected to have a perfect efficiency. MB ir+ir“ events were 
subjected to the L3 code, but no cuts were made. Since the L3 efficiency was dependent
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only on basic kinematic quantities, opening angle, vertex z  position, and momentum, the 
MB 7T+7r-  sample was used to  generate efficiency grids, or bin efficiencies, as a function 
of, or bins in, these variables. The efficiency for each decay mode was then generated by 
integrating the grid, weighted by the relative number of events in each bin from each mode. 
The weights were obtained from Monte Carlo data.

Due to the finite number of data events used to create the bin efficiencies and the large 
number of Monte Carlo events, bins existed in which there were Monte Carlo events but no 
bin efficiency. This situation could have led to a possible systematic effect in the L3 efficiency 
calculation. To estimate the effect, the L3 efficiency was first calculated only for bins with a 
nonzero efficiency. The three-dimensional bin efficiencies were then projected into three one
dimensional sets corresponding to each of the three bin parameters. Efficiencies for events 
with zero three-dimensional bin efficiencies were then calculated. These were combined 
with the previous set of efficiencies to produce a total of three final efficiencies. The four 
efficiencies of this group were then averaged to obtain the L3 efficiency. The difference 
between this efficiency and the minimum and maximum of the set yielded an estimate of 
the systematic error. This process was applied to and ir+ir“ Monte Carlo events. An 
additional estimate of the L3 efficiency for 7r+ir_ was calculated simply by integrating the 
L3 bin efficiency grid. As expected, the efficiency obtained with this method was in close 
agreement to the efficiency obtained from Monte Carlo events.

Due to the memory-intensive nature of the L3 efficiency calculation, the systematic 
effects due to the analysis cuts were not considered. The grid of bin efficiencies was 20 X 

20 X 20. To consider all of the systematic effects due to the cuts, as in the counting and 
other efficiencies, would have required more than 50 Mbyte of additional memory in the 
pass 4 code. By comparison, all of the pass 4 analysis, including systematic studies, could 
be run in less than  16 Mbyte of total memory. The systematic effect due to the fitting 
program, however, was calculated.

The real quantity of interest was the ratio of L3 efficiencies for 7r+jr" and rather
than  the absolute efficiencies themselves. While the ratio is easily formed, the error associ
ated with the result needs careful consideration. Since the same set of bin efficiencies was 
applied to both 7T+7r~ and Monte Carlo events, the statistical error associated with
the L3 efficiency for each was correlated. The same was true of the systematic error. The ex
treme cases would have been perfect correlation or anti-correlation. The former would have 
caused the statistical and systematic errors to vanish while the latter would have required
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the errors to be summed In quadrature. Clearly, neither of these held for the samples used. 
A study indicated that over 85% of the bins were correlated for Monte Carlo data. It also 
showed that the rms value of the difference in the number of events in each bin for the two 
modes was on the order of 5%. This result indicated that there was significant correlation 
between the errors. The error on the ratio of the L3 efficiencies was taken to be that on 
only one of the absolute samples (the statistical errors are identical). The systematic error 
on the ratio was taken to be the the largest systematic error of the two modes. This is still 
believed to be an overestimate of the error. However, without additional information it is 
the most conservative choice to make.

7.7 Particle Identification Efficiency

The next factor that needed consideration was the efficiency of detecting events with
the FID detectors. The determination of this efficiency was a two-stage process. The first 
stage used well-identified muons from 3 decays to obtain bin efficiencies for the MHO and 
MRG. The second stage used Monte Carlo events as weights to integrate the bin efficiency 
grids. Efficiencies for each muon detector separately and the correlated efficiency of the two 
muon detectors were obtained.

7.8 7r+7r“ Interaction  Correction

Pions, unlike electrons and muons, could interact hadronically with the material of the de
tectors. This led to a slight loss of the K \  — > decays that were within the acceptance
of the experiment. A separate study was made to obtain the interaction probabilities as 
a  function of momentum of the pion. This grid was subsequently integrated using Monte 
Carlo events as weights. The systematic effect of the analysis cuts was not considered in 
this correction factor.

The correction grid was calculated using a set of special trigger tapes. This trigger 
required three of the four TSC planes, as required in both arms for a LO trigger, but in only 
one of the two arms. The arm which had both front and back TSC hits was required to be 
a lepton. The other side was assumed to be a  pion. Naturally, the lepton track had to pass 
all analysis cuts. If the pion track did not pass the analysis cuts it was assumed to have 
interacted in the dense material downstream of the first TSC set. An old version of PT that
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did not incorporate the TSC information was used. The correction grid was then integrated 
with weights obtained from the Monte Carlo ir+ir~ sample. Finally, the calculation of the 
correction was only done for the QT fitter.
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Chapter 8

R esu lts

8.1 O verview

This chapter summarizes the results of the experiment and the analyses described in the 
appendices and previous chapters. Most of the results presented in this chapter have had 
the systematic effects due to the analysis cuts studied, which are presented in appendices E 
through H and in each section. The results for both the FT and QT fitters are presented in 
this chapter with the results for QT being enclosed in parentheses unless otherwise noted. 
The combined sample was used in a fashion identical to the individual samples from each 
running period. As a reminder, the combined result refers only to the combination of the 
1989 and 1990 samples unless otherwise noted. The 1988 results were incorporated via the 
method of maximum likelihood. The 1988 data were not reanalyzed with the 1989 and 1990 
samples and thus could not be combined the same way. The results from 1988 are presented 
in each section but not incorporated into the tables. A description of the m ethod used to 
combine the samples, as well as the maximum likelihood method, is given in appendix D. 
The methods used in obtaining the results presented in this chapter are described, in detail, 
in chapter 7. This chapter is, essentially, formatted in an identical manner to the previous 
chapter. There is a one to one correspondence of the content of sections in both chapters.

8.2 Counting R esults.

The electron identification efficiencies and extrapolation constants used in the /z+ /x” back
ground subtraction are listed in table 8.1. There is good agreement between the values

93
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Data Set Electron
efficiency

Error Extrapolation
constant

Error

1989 89.65%
(89.58%)

0.34%
(0.35%)

1.158
(1.152)

0.019
(0.019)

1990 88.89%
(88.72%)

0.29%
(0.30%)

1.027
(1.027)

0.014
(0.014)

1989+1990 89.20%
(89.07%)

0.22%
(0.23%)

1.081
(1.078)

0.011
(0.012)

Table 8.1: Electron efficiency and extrapolation constants for the fi+fi sample. QT values 
are enclosed in parentheses.

Data Set Signal K e3
background background

Candidates
■Wm+m-

Error

1989 294.0 19.4 1.6 273.0 17.8
(292.0) (16.7) (1.7) (273.5) (17.7)

1990 368.0 20.8 2.4 344.8 19.8
(370.0) (18.5) (5.5) (346.0) (19.7)

1989+1990 662.0 40.0 4.0 618.0 26.6
(662.0) (35.1) (7.2) (619.7) (26.6)

Table 8.2: counting results. QT values are enclosed in parentheses.
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calculated for FT  and QT. The electron identification efficiency was conspicuously lower in 
1990 than 1989, which may be an indication that the electron identification detectors had 
aged. The decrease in efficiency could be due to changes in the detector, described in chap
ter 3, or beam intensity differences between the two running periods. The general trend 
of efficiencies, as will be presented, appears to imply that there was a slight deterioration 
in the response of the detectors rather than other factors. The extrapolation constant also 
changed significantly between the two running periods. This difference was probably due 
to changes in the vacuum window, target and L3 code. The systematic studies did not 
consider changes in these values.

Table 8.2 lists the results of the /r+/r” counting. In general, the number of signal, 
candidate and background events obtained from the QT fitter is larger than that from the 
FT fitter for the /r+p~ data set. The exceptions are in the K c3 background and the number 
of signal events for 1989. It is interesting to note that the FT-QT difference in the number of 
events in the signal region before background subtraction is equal and opposite for 1989 and 
1990. This had the combined effect of making the counts appear identical for the combined 
sample. Nevertheless, the counts appear to be in good agreement for the given statistics. 
In 1988, 87 p+fi~ events were observed after background subtraction. Plots of the number 
of /r+/*-  candidates as a function of the cuts used in the systematic studies are presented 
in appendix E.

8.3 7r+7r-  Counting R esu lts.

Tables 8.3 and 8.4 summarize the results of the 7T+tr" counting. In general QT counted fewer 
w+7T” events than did FT, in contrast to the fi+yT  data sample. The difference in this sample 
is quite large compared to that in the data set. Additionally, the systematic effects in 
ft+ p~  and ir+7T“ effectively add, increasing the systematic error between the fitters in the 
final branching ratios. Two other systematic effects are also present that introduce errors, 
with one being more significant.

The first effect arises in the counting of events counted in the signal region before 
background subtraction. One would naively expect these values to be identical in the two 
methods. After all, they are simply tabulated in different spaces. If the tabulations were 
performed with integers the assumption would be correct. However, recall that every data 
x +7r -  event was weighted by the probability tha t it originated from a in order to account
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*
Mass Space Colinearity Space

Data Set Data Wings MC Wings Ratio D ata Wings MC Wings Ratio

1989 5732
(5674)

10878
(10898)

0.527
(0.521)

11358
(11147)

22304
(22348)

0.509
(0.499)

1990 12093
(12015)

16199
(16165)

0.747
(0.743)

24042
(23604)

32386
(32543)

0.742
(0.725)

1989+1990 17827
(17690)

23911
(23793)

0.746
(0.743)

35401
(34753)

48192
(48185)

0.734
(0.721)

Table 8.3: tt̂ tt counting results used for background subtraction. QT values are enclosed 
in parentheses.

Data Set Signal Background Candidates
J W

Error Systematic

1989 19483 3846 15637 153 66
(19061) (3813) (15248) (151) (81)

1990 41280 8300 32980 229 23
(40496) (8170) (32326) (226) (100)

1989+1990 60764 12145 48619 277 90
(59557) (11983) (47574) (274) (182)

Table 8.4: 7r+7r“ counting results. QT values are enclosed in parentheses.
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for Kg contamination as described in appendix B. This weight required the tabulation to 
be done with real numbers. In addition, weights were applied to Monte Carlo events to 
correct the kaon momentum, time distribution and  K °  probability (only for Monte Carlo 
semileptonic decays). The floating point representation of a real number on the computer 
used to perform the analysis had an average fractional rounding error of a few parts out 
of 108. This error, propagated over the observed events, is entirely consistent with the 
observation that the 1989 and 1990 signal counts each disagree by one event out of a few 
104 events for tabulations in mass and colinearity spaces for each fitter. This disagreement 
is two events for the combined samples, again entirely consistent with this observation. 
This begs the question of the need for higher precision in the offline code. An error of a few 
hundredths of a percent is essentially insignificant for these data. More will be said on this 
topic in the concluding chapter.

The second difference pertained to the method of background subtraction. The calcu
lations of the background in mass and colinearity spaces yielded slightly different results. 
The systematic effect of this background subtraction is on the order of 0.2% for FT and 
approximately 0.4% for QT. The values for the final 7r+7r“ counts were taken to be the av
erage between the values obtained in mass and colinearity spaces. The difference was then 
used as a systematic error. The statistical error on the final ir+7r~ count, after background 
subtraction, was taken to be the smaller of the errors in mass and colinearity space.

The prescale parameter, P, for 7r+7T-  events was 6000 in 1988 and 1989, and 4000 in 
1990. The combined 1989 and 1990 sample had an  effective prescale of 4642. This value 
was calculated in the combination of the two data sets and its determination is described 
further in appendix D. Plots of the number of 7T+7r-  candidates as a function of the cuts in 
the systematic studies are presented in appendix E. Finally, the number of tt+ tt-  events in 
1988 after background subtraction was 8226 ±  148.

8.4 A cceptance Calculation R esu lts.

In 1988 the ratio of 7r+x -  to acceptances was 1.180 ± 0 .012 . Table 8.5 summarizes
the results of the acceptance calculations for 1989 and 1990. The differences between the 
results for FT and QT are exceedingly small. Although it is not apparent from the table, 
QT counted fewer Monte Carlo events than FT. The difference was small for both p+ fi~ 
and 7T+x “ Monte Carlo and on the order of a few hundredths of a percent. Plots of the
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absolute acceptances as a function of the cuts considered in the systematic studies are given 
in appendix F.

The absolute acceptances for ir+7r~ and events increased dramatically from 1989
to 1990. This increase was due to the replacement of the vacuum window and first set of 
drift chambers. In 1988 the absolute acceptance for each mode was significantly lower than 
those in 1989 due to the use of much more restrictive cuts. As is illustrated in the systematic 
plots, presented in appendix F, the tighter the cut, the lower the absolute acceptance. In 
spite of the differences between the three running periods, the ratio of t +tt-  to 
acceptances is essentially constant within error.

The systematic effect of the choice of kaon momentum distribution was also studied. The 
effect was calculated by determining the acceptances with kaon momentum distributions 
obtained from a pure Skubic distribution, 1989 data, 1990 data, and a combined sample 
of 1989 and 1990 data. The value of the acceptance under a pure Skubic distribution was 
important since the 1988 value was based on this distribution, without corrections in the 
Monte Carlo generation. Corrections to the Skubic distribution from 1989 or 1990 data 
alone would cause respective decreases or increases in the acceptance ratios listed in table 
8.5. These changes are tabulated in table 8 .6.

The acceptances for 1988 contained different systematic effects. The first value, 2.784%, 
represents the error introduced by using only a Skubic distribution. In addition, a 3.738% 
effect was introduced by tighter track x 2 cuts than those used in  1989 and 1990. Both 
corrections have the effect of increasing the quoted 1988 branching ratio. The net
effect of these two corrections would be to change the quoted 1988 branching ratio
by a factor of 1.067.

8.5 Level 1 Efficiency R esu lts.

The LI efficiency calculation was the only efficiency in which the systematic effects due 
to the cuts were studied in detail. This decision was the result of computer memory and 
time constraints in the pass 4 production. A summary of the results of the LI efficiency 
calculation for 1989 and 1990 is given in table 8.7. F T  and Q T  produce nearly identical 
efficiencies in this calculation. As in most other cases, Q T again counted fewer events than 
did F T. Plots of the Ll efficiency as a function of the cuts considered in the systematic 
studies are given in appendix G.
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Data Set A^+n- Error ■̂7r+w- Error ■̂7T+ IT- I l l ~ ~ Error

1989 3.161
(3.160)

0.010
(0.010)

3.707
(3.706)

0.011
(0.011)

1.173
(1.173)

0.005
(0.005)

1990 4.363
(4.363)

0.013
(0.013)

5.079
(5.074)

0.015
(0.015)

1.164
(1.163)

0.005
(0.005)

1989+1990 3.682
(3.674)

0.008
(0.008)

4.303
(4.290)

0.009
(0.009)

1.169
(1.168)

0.004
(0.004)

Table 8.5: Acceptance calculation results. Absolute acceptances are in percentages. QT 
values are in parentheses.

Data Set Upper Systematic Lower Systematic

1989 0.0043 0.0158
(0.0043) (0.0157)

1990 0.0037 0.0140
(0.0036) (0.0139)

Table 8 .6 : Systematic errors on acceptance ratio results. QT values are in parentheses.
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The significance of the LI efficiency systematic plots lies in their relationship to other 
efficiency calculations. The plots show that the LI efficiency was reasonably stable as a 
function of the cut values. Any systematic effect introduced by the cuts seems to cancel out 
in the ratio. This result implies that other efficiencies will also exhibit the same stability 
and thus it appears reasonable to assume that any systematic effect introduced in the 
other efficiencies (L3, PED, 7T+7T-  absorption) is small. The LI efficiency for 1988 was 
(98.5 ±  1.5)%, consistent with that for 1989. The 1990 value is lower by about two standard 
deviations, consistent with changes in the electron identification efficiencies and is a second 
indication that the response of the detectors was diminishing in time.

8.6 Level 3 Efficiency R esults.

The results of the L3 efficiency calculation are presented in table 8.8. FT and QT numbers 
exhibit some disagreement, although the differences are consistent within error. As noted 
in  the previous chapter, the statistical error on the ratio of the efficiency for t +it~ to 
was taken to be the larger of the statistical errors on the absolute efficiencies. Additionally, 
the systematic error was taken to be the largest of the differences between the three values 
calculated for each mode and the value obtained from data (see section 7.6). As a result, the 
systematic error represents the difference between the absolute efficiency calculated from 
data 7r̂ "7r— and that calculated from Monte Carlo. In 1988 the L3 efficiency was 0.79 ±0.02. 
During that running period 7r+7r~ events were not subjected to L3 cuts so that this number 
represents both the ratio and the L3 efficiency for /*+/i“ events.

The combined result for the L3 efficiency ratio exhibits an unusual property. In all of 
the other calculations the combined result fell between the 1989 and 1990 values. This was 
also the case, as expected, for the absolute L3 efficiencies for each mode. The ratio for the 
combined sample, however, was lower than the ratio for either running period. Rather than 
an indication of an error, this observation implies that the ratio, which is very close to unity, 
is very sensitive to small statistical fluctuations and small systematic errors. Nevertheless, 
the results are consistent when the statistical and systematic errors are considered.
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Data Set Candidates Pass Ll Efficiency Error

1989 659 649 98.48 0.48
(629) (619) (98.41) (0.50)

1990 1314 1283 97.64 0.42
(1268) (1239) (97.71) (0.42)

1989+1990 1316 1291 98.06 0.38
(1263) (1239) (98.06) (0.39)

Table 8.7: L l efficiency calculation results. Efficiencies are in percentages. QT values are 
in parentheses.

Data Set )l3 Error (eir+>r_ )m Error (**+*- A/i+jj-) t3 Error Systematic

1989 64.72 0.39 64.64 0.28 0.9992 0.0057 0.0031
(64.04) (0.45) (64.39) (0.28) (1.0055) (0.0071) (0.0008)

1990 88.78 0.20 89.45 0.15 1.0076 0.0023 0.0053
(8B.75) (0.26) (89.75) (0.14) (1.0113) (0.0030) (0.0014)

1989+1990 75.77 0.19 75.97 0.26 0.9973 0.0034 0.0043
(75.56) (0.36) (75.57) (0.19) (1.0002) (0.0048) (0.0032)

Table 8.8: L3 efficiency calculation results. Efficiencies are in percentages. QT values are 
in parentheses.
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D ata Set C M H O Error C M R G Error ) P I D Error

1989 93.17
(93.09)

0.22
(0.23)

98.66
(98.65)

0.13
(0.14)

91.93
(91.83)

0.26
(0.27)

1990 92.41
(92.43)

0.16
(0.17)

98.40
(98.44)

0.13
(0.12)

90.94
(90.99)

0.20
(0.21)

1989+1990 92.88
(92.83)

0.16
(0.17)

98.54
(98.55)

0.12
(0.12)

91.51
(91.47)

0.20
(0.20)

Table 8.9: fi+fi particle identification efficiency results. Efficiencies are in percentages. 
QT values are in parentheses.

8.7 li+(JT Particle Identification  Efficiency R esu lts.

The particle identification efficiencies for the MHO and MRG detectors as well as the corre
lated results are listed in table 8.9. The results from QT and FT are essentially identical. 
In 1988 the correlated efficiency for identification was (92.9 ±  1.1)% . As in the Ll
efficiency calculation, a general downward trend over the running periods has been observed.

The PID efficiency calculation was not subjected to the systematic studies undertaken in 
other counting areas. The cuts on the MHO and MRG were, however, part of the systematic 
studies in the other calculations. Plots of the number of /i+fi~ candidates and Ll efficiency 
as a function of these cuts are given in appendices E and G. The effect of requiring tighter 
muon identification cuts is to lower the PID efficiency. Additionally, the efficiency
for 1990 is consistently lower than that in 1989. This observation seems to confirm the 
assumption that the detectors have become less efficient due to aging.
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8.8 7r+7r Interaction Correction R esults.

The final value needed for the branching ratio is the correction for pion interactions. In 
1989 this value was calculated to be 6;nt =  (98.5 db 0 .2)%. Upon recalculation in 1989, it was 
found to be (97.0 db 1.0)%. This calculation represented a significant change from the value 
calculated in 1988. Under the 1990 analysis and reanalysis of 1989 data, the correction was 
again recalculated. This time the correction was calculated to be (95.67 ± 0.60)%. This 
represented a slight change from the value calculated in 1989 but is consistent within error. 
The changes represent more sophisticated calculations as well as higher statistics obtained 
from the 7r+ir“ data samples.

8.9 Branching Ratio Calculation R esults.

The results from the preceding sections can now be combined to obtain a measurement of 
the branching ratio for K \  — * The branching ratio is given by:

(pfc) (£?) feL (^L kb)m ( 8 -l )

The results for the 1989, 1990 and combined data sets are given in table 8.10. The results 
for combining these results and that of 1988 via the method of maximum likelihood are 
shown in table 8.11. There were two types of systematic errors present. The first was the 
sum, in quadrature, of all the errors on the contributions to the branching ratio previously 
presented, except for the value. These were considered systematic errors since they
were dependent on parameters introduced into the hardware and software by the users. 
The errors on the counting, for example, could have been reduced by nearly a  factor
of 100 simply by removing the prescale. The errors on the efficiency could also have been 
reduced significantly simply by eliminating the prescale. The errors associated with the 
use of Monte Carlo events, as another example, could also have been reduced simply by 
generating more events.

The second type of systematic error originated from the systematic errors quoted in the 
previous sections and a systematic error associated with the dependence of the branching 
ratio on the cut values. Plots of the branching ratio  as a function of the cut values used 
in the systematic studies are given in appendix H. The errors listed in table 8.11 contain 
all of the statistical and systematic errors. The statistical and systematic errors were not 
separated after using the method of maximum likelihood (see appendix D).
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Data Set Branching Ratio 
(xlO -9 )

Error Systematic

1989 7.32 0.48 0.17
(7.58) (0.49) (0.18)

1990 6.71 0.38 0.15
(6.87) (0.39) (0.15)

1989+1990 6.93 0.30 0.15
(7.08) (0.30) (0.15)

Table 8.10: Branching ratio calculation results from data. QT values are in parentheses.

D ata Set Branching Ratio 
(XlO"9)

Error

1989+1990 6.94 0.36
(7.15) (0.37)

1988+
1989+1990 6.77 0.34

(6.95) (0.35)

Table 8.11: Branching ratio calculation results from maximum likelihood. QT values are in 
parentheses.
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The systematic errors obtained from the study of the dependence of the branching ratio 
on the cut values were on the order of 1.5%. Table 8.10 shows that there is a  noticeable 
difference between the results from the QT and FT fitters. Consequently, this difference 
represents a  sizeable systematic effect. The most likely value for the branching ratio is 
believed to lie between the values calculated from the two fitting packages. In obtaining 
the systematic errors given in appendix H, this observation was taken into account. If 
a systematic trend was observed such as to shift the branching ratio in the direction of 
the other fitter, it was not included as an error. This error is taken into account by the 
systematic difference between the two fitters.

The vast majority of the plots in appendix H show no definite systematic trends. The 
few plots that do are in colinearity for 1989 data for both fitters and in the mass window 
size for FT in  1990 data. These systematics are taken to be 1.3% and 1.4% for QT and FT, 

respectively, in 1989 and 1.1% for FT in 1990. In addition, a systematic error that depended 
on how the corrections and errors to the 1988 result were incorporated was introduced. This 
error was asymmetric with-values of +0.05 and -0.02. The final systematic error is the 
difference between the fitters. Here, the largest error in table 8.11 was used and added 
in quadrature to the systematic errors from the 1988 result and to the difference between 
the mean and the individual fitter results. Incorporating these errors and applying the 
maximum likelihood method yields a combined 1988,1989 and 1990 value for the b ranching 
ratio of:

B(K°l  — » fi+n~) = (6.86 ±  0.37) X 10"9. (8.2)
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C onclusion

The branching ratio U(i££ — ► has been measured using data obtained in BNL
experiment 791 during running periods in 1988, 1989 and 1990. During the three running 
periods, 87, 274 and 346 respective candidate events were observed, forming an overall 
sample of 707 events. The result for the branching fraction using the to tal data set
is B ( K l  — * = (6.86± 0.37) X 10-9. This result is very near the unitarity bound of
6.81 X 10-9  and is consistent with earlier measurements.

An improved experiment to succeed E791 is under construction and is expected to 
begin acquiring data in 1994. This experiment, E871, is designed to increase the sensitivity 
to K \  — * fi^e^  by a factor of 20 to 30 over E791[86]. This implies that E871 may 
observe 10,000 to 20,000 events and well over 106 iir£ — ► ir+7r“  events, with
prescales similar to those in E791. This experiment could produce a 1% measurement of 
the branching ratio. Since much has been learned in the process of analyzing
the 1989 and 1990 data samples, it appears reasonable to mention potential problems and 
solutions in this chapter. The remainder of this conclusion focuses on these items for an 
improved experiment.

For an experiment collecting such a large amount of data, rounding error due to the 
binary representation of real numbers could become a significant source of error. In the 
analysis of 1989 and 1990 data from E791, a rounding error of a  few thousandths of a 
percent was observed. The character of such an error depends on the implementation of 
the analysis code. For example, analyzing small portions of the data set and summing 
the results would yield a smaller error than analyzing the entire data set in one job. An 
error on the order of several tenths of a percent to a full percent should be expected in the

106
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counting of 106 events. This error would be on the same order of magnitude or greater
than  the statistical error on the ir+7r" counting. This error could be reduced by increasing 
the prescales at the cost of increasing the statistical error on the 7T+7r-  sample. The only 
other alternative is to perform the w+ir-  counting with double precision real numbers. This 
second procedure has the disadvantage of increasing memory and GPU time requirements, 
but does essentially eliminate digital error.

The statistical errors associated with the contributions to the K \  — ► branching
ratio could also become significant. In E791 these individual errors were typically on the 
order of 0.5% with a total error, from all contributions except counting, close to 2.0%.
For E871, the to tal error, excluding the contribution from the counting, will still be
on the order of 0.5% unless the prescales are significantly lowered and the number of Monte 
Carlo events generated are significantly increased. While this type of change is usually 
incorporated into higher precision experiments, the changes could introduce other problems. 
Lowering the prescales and increasing the number of generated events, for example, increases 
the amount of storage space needed and CPU time required to analyze the events and, 
potentially, could require the use.of double precision numbers in the offline analysis.

Other systematic errors may also become important contributions to the total uncer
tainty in E871. Already, there is a systematic difference of 0.4% between the two methods 
of subtracting the background in the 7r+7r-  sample. Other systematic effects, such as those 
associated with the correction to the Skubic distribution, could also give large contributions. 
The systematic errors due to the choices of cut values were typically small. The largest sys
tematic effect was the 1.3% difference between the QT and FT fitters, which is larger than 
the statistical error expected in E871. The difference appears to originate predominately 
from the tt+tt-  counting. Since the sample from QT was a subset of the FT sample, future 
studies may indicate which, if either, of the fitters is more correct, or how to rectify the 
discrepancy.

The pass 4 analysis was a very time intensive analysis stage, primarily because of the 
need to perform TKC each time the code was run. If an additional stage of production 
analysis were added, the CPU time requirements could be significantly reduced. This stage 
would output TKC-related quantities to tape, as PT, QT, and FT related quantities were 
in the pass 1 and pass 2 analyses. Such a stage would allow all remaining analysis to be 
completed with a  minimum of computational needs; nearly all required information would 
be available upon reading an event. The disadvantage of this process is that CPU time
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would be minimized at the expense of increased storage space requirements.
Finally, the previous observations represent correctable problems or even potential in

creases in analysis efficiency. None of them appears to imply limitations on the improved 
experiment. Consequently, E871 can be expected to yield results of much higher precision 
than those of E791.



Appendix A

C orrections to  th e  M o n te  Carlo  
D a ta  Set

The pass 4 production analysis showed that some of the parameters used in the generation 
of Monte Carlo events were not optimal. These were parameters obtained from the MB irir 
sample. The parameters used in the Monte Carlo generation included the relative number 
of events to generate at each time period of the experiment, a  correction to the Skubic 
distribution, and the distributions of data in vertex x j z  and y / z . The distribution in time 
and the distribution of the kaon momentum were not optimal. Consequently, corrections to 
these parameters were made. These corrections were applied to the generated set of events 
rather them directly to the generation.

The simplest correction required was to the distribution in time. The time period was 
expressed in terms of run or tape number. Two problems were observed in this parameter. 
After the initial generation of events, several runs were cut from the analysis stream due 
to detector problems. The Monte Carlo events were generated prior to the cuts and thus 
contained generated events over runs that were not used in the analysis. This could cause 
a systematic effect in the calculation of the acceptance of the detector since a knowledge of 
the absolute number of events generated was required. A separate study indicated that the 
effect led to approximately a 1 % correction in the absolute acceptances for and for

7T~. Note that this systematic effect cancels completely in the ratio of acceptances.
The second problem was a bit more severe and came about from the observation that the 

ratio of data events to Monte Carlo events as a function of rim number was not reasonably 
flat. Again, the problem was believed to have arisen because the Monte Carlo events were

109
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generated before the final analysis cuts were chosen. This problem could lead to systematic 
effects in the acceptances and efficiency calculations. Unlike the previous problem, this 
systematic would not necessarily cancel out in the calculation of the branching ratio.

Inconsistencies therefore were corrected in the pass 4 analysis. The correction was 
incorporated as a weight to the events from each run. The weights were obtained by 
calculating the ratio of Monte Carlo ir+ir~ events to data events as a function of run
number after the final analysis cuts had been applied. The correction distribution was then 
normalized such that the integral of the weights divided by the number of non-zero weights 
was 1. This normalization preserved the original number of generated events.

An alternative way of applying the corrections was considered. This method involved 
normalizing the correction distribution so that the maximum weight was one. In essence, 
this method works by throwing away, or rescaling with weights less than one, a  large number 
of Monte Carlo events until there is agreement between data and Monte Carlo. This method 
would have required that the number of generated events be corrected. Since very large 
numbers of Monte Carlo events were generated, implying an exceedingly low statistical 
error, the former method was used. The effect of the latter could have been to  significantly 
and needlessly increase the statistical error associated with the Monte Carlo depending on 
the actual number of events generated.

The next correction involved the distribution of the kaon momentum. Kaons were 
initially generated with the Skubic distribution. A correction was applied to match the dis
tribution to that which was experimentally observed. The corrections were required since 
the Skubic distribution was obtained with different materials from those used in E791. It 
was also obtained at different energies but was adjusted to the energy used in E791 with 
Feynman scaling. The problem was detected by comparing data and Monte Carlo kaon 
momentum distributions fromir'Nr-  data. A correction was required since a potentially se
rious systematic effect on the acceptances and efficiencies could occur. The final corrections 
showed that there was approximately a 1.5% correction to the ratio of acceptances. The 
bulk of the effect occurred in the (i+fi~ absolute acceptance, while the absolute acceptance 
for 7T+7T-  remained essentially unchanged.

The corrections were applied in the same manner as those from the time distribution. 
The calculation of the corrections was a bit more complicated! First, a  weight was applied 
to Monte Carlo data that effectively removed the problematic correction to the Skubic. The 
ratio of Monte Carlo to data events as a function of kaon momentum was obtained. The
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distribution was then fit with a 5t/l order polynomial. The polynomial was normalized such 
that the integral over accepted momenta was one. Finally, the polynomial was convoluted 
with the original corrections to the Skubic distribution. This final distribution represented 
the corrections to be applied to Monte Carlo events on an event-by-event basis. As with 
the corrections in time, these corrections were calculated after the final analysis cuts had 
been applied.

This process was complicated by the fact that data also contained semileptonic
events. This required tha t the Monte Carlo 7T+7T-  and semileptonic events be added ap
propriately before calculating the corrections. As a result, the corrections could only be 
calculated by completing the entire analysis described in  this dissertation without the cor
rections. The final results were obtained by performing the entire analysis a second time. 
In addition, the corrections to the kaon momentum distribution were calculated with 1989, 
1990 and a combined data set. This allowed a calculation of the systematic effect due to 
the kaon momentum distribution used in Monte Carlo generation. Finally, although these 
corrections were not applied at the generation stage, they were completely consistent with 
the distributions required by the generator.

The parameters in vertex x f z  and y f z  were determined to be in reasonably good agree
ment. Consequently, no corrections were made to these parameters. However, they could 
have been corrected to obtain better agreement between data and Monte Carlo events. 
Plots of data and Monte Carlo events for severed of the generated parameters are shown in 
figures A .l through A.6. Except for the distributions in time, which are presented for the 
1989 and 1990 runs separately, all plots are for the combined 1989 and 1990 samples. The 
solid lines represent data 7T7t and the circles represent Monte Carlo. All of the plotted data 
have been corrected for K <1 contamination. In addition, the Monte Carlo 7T7T has had the 
semileptonic background appropriately added. The analysis chapters of this dissertation 
give a full description of sample identification requirements.

Lastly, although this method was developed as a result of the observation of a problem 
in the Monte Carlo generation, it could prove useful in an upgrade to E791 (currently 
underway). A Monte Carlo data set could be created prior to the definition of final analysis 
cuts. This would require that a significantly larger number of events be generated than 
needed. W hen the final cuts are determined, a portion of the Monte Carlo events could be 
rescaled by discarding events or applying weights until there is agreement between data  and 
Monte Carlo. While this requires a second stage to the Monte Carlo generation, and possibly
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significantly more CPU time, there could be a significant reduction in the time required to 
complete the analysis. Monte Carlo events could be generated during the period prior to a 
stage of precise analysis. The final stage of generation, or more appropriately degeneration, 
then represents only a  minimal use of CPU time. Implemented properly, this method is 
entirely equivalent to the current generation scheme.
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C orrection  for * 8  C o n ta m in a tio n

The vast majority of observed 7r+7r“ events was from AT£ decays. The distance from the 
target to the decay volume corresponded to many lifetimes. Nevertheless, a  small 
number of jRT£ decays could enter the final 7r+7r-  sample. The method employed to correct 
for contamination was actually employed in the pass 4 analysis. Given an event and 
its lifetime, or, correspondingly, momentum and vertex z position, the probability that the 
decay originated from a K \  can be calculated. This entire probability of a kaon decaying 
into two pions as a function of time (neglecting an overall normalization factor) is given 
by [87]

|{x+ir"|fT|iir0(f))| ~  +  |77+-j2 e~^TL

+2  |t;+_ I e~W2rs+t/ 2rL) c os (A m f ' t /h  — (B.l)

The three terms, respectively, correspond to the contributions of K%, iif£, and quantum 
mechanical interference between the two. rs  and 77, are the lifetimes of the short- and long- 
lived neutral kaon states and A i s  their mass difference. The CP  violation parameters 
|q+ -| and <j>+- are related to the ratio of decay amplitudes as follows:

(ir+T-|g|jr»  .
V*~ (T t* r-\H \K §  ^

The most recent values of the above parameters are listed in Table B .l [32]. A correction 
to the interference term was necessary to account for the fact that the strong interactions 
which produce the beam in E791 produce a  small number of JT°’s in addition to jfif °’s. This 
“dilution” factor has been measured at AGS energies [88], and can be expressed in terms
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Factor Value

rs
T L

B R {K as  — > x+x“ ) 
B R ( K l  — » x+TT") 

A m/c/ft
\ v + - \
^+-

(0.8922 ±  0.0020) x 10"los 
(5.17 ±0.04) x 10"8jf 

(68.61 ±0.28)% 
(0.203 ±  0.004)% 

(0.5351 ±  0.0024) x lO10*"1 
(2.268 ±  0.023) X 10“ 3 

46.0° ±  1.2°

Table B.l: Factors used in calculation of K$  contamination correction.

of the kaon momentum p (in GeV/c):

D[p) = 1 -  1.5e_0-17p (B.3)

In the corrected form, the interference term in Equation B .l is multiplied by D(p).
The correction for contamination was applied on an event-by-event basis in the pass 

4 analysis. Each data event was given a weight based on the properly normalized K \  
term  in equation B.l. All histograms, efficiency grids, and tabulations then used this weight 
instead of a  weight of 1.0. An alternative way of making the correction was considered but 
was discarded since it has some effect on the semileptonic background events. Nonetheless, 
it did allow another estimate of the total effect of the correction. In this method the events 
were not corrected directly but rather corrections were applied to the sum of the number 
of events. The ratio of this sums to the sum of the weights yielded the expected correction. 
The overall effect on the x +ir“ counting reduced the number of events by about 1,1%.

This correction, unfortunately, also applied to the semileptonic background for which it 
was inappropriate since K e3 and decays have no contamination from fif£. This unde
sired correction was taken into account by applying it to the set of Monte Carlo semileptonic 
events. Consequently, the semileptonic decays from data and Monte Carlo have been ad
justed in an identical manner. This application of an incorrect weight to the semileptonic 
samples was not expected to cause any bias since the Monte Carlo semileptonic events 
should have matched the background in the r+TT-  data sample. The match between data
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and Monte Carlo was studied with and without the Kg  correction. In both cases data and 
Monte Carlo events tended to agree, however comparisons without the it's correction exhib
ited noticeable differences. This additional necessity to account for undesired corrections in 
the alternative method formed the decision to make the corrections on an event-by-event 
basis.



Appendix C

A n a ly sis  C uts

This appendix summarizes the cuts used in the pass 4 production analysis. Since the 
analysis was performed on six different data sets, the cuts cannot be listed in one simple 
table. Most of the cuts were identical for each mode, but the exceptions are listed in this 
appendix. Many of the cuts did not remove the events from the production stream but 
rather flagged them for later processing. Every event, however, was required to pass the 
pass 3 production and earlier production stages, or the Monte Carlo generation stage.

The first set of cuts applied to the identification of the data and Monte Carlo modes. 
Some of the cuts were somewhat redundant since they should have been satisfied by the 
previous production passes. Nonetheless, they were incorporated to insure a  well defined 
sample and to diagnose any problems with the previous production passes. All events were 
required to pass PT and one of the QT or FT fitters. Events could not originate from runs 
deleted from the analysis stream. Data events were required to have the appropriate L l, 
L3, pass i ,  and pass 2 word bits set. The L3 word required that the event passed L3. MB 
7T+7r" events were eventually cut from the final sample if they failed L3 but were processed 
through other cuts so that the efficiency of the L3 trigger could be calculated. Monte Carlo 
events were required only to have been generated with the appropriate decay products since 
they were not a direct part of the earlier streams. These initial cuts are summarized in table 
C .l and the cuts on run number are listed in table C.2.

The next set of cuts were aperture cuts. These cuts were identical for data and Monte 
Carlo events. The tracks from kaon decays were required to be within the detector apertures. 
These cuts were applied to the vacuum region, the vacuum window, the apertures of the 
spectrometer magnets and the beam center edge of the PbG. The cuts in the regions of
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Cut D ata Events Monte Carlo Events

Pass L l YES N/A

Pass L3 YES N/A

Pass MC mode N/A YES

Pass PT YES YES

Pass QT or PT YES YES

Pass run cuts YES YES

Table C .l: Event identification cuts.

Year Bad Run Number(s) Problem

1989 5377 
7457 7509

Severe MRG inefficiency 
Beam tests, DC’s moved 

without survey

1990 10872 -► 10886 DC inefficiency due to bad gas mix.

Table C.2: Runs removed from event stream.
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the spectrometer magnets were complex. They were implemented as part of the standard 
offline code and were referred to as the SWMDCT cuts. They insured that the trades did 
not traverse m aterial in the magnets or regions of uncertain magnetic field. In  the vacuum 
region, the vertex x / z  and y / z  insured that the decay occurred within the solid angle defined 
by the collimators. The vertex z  cut was chosen to eliminate the bulk of contamination. 
The vacuum window cuts differed for 1989 and 1990. In 1989 they were imposed to reject 
tracks that traversed the center flange. In 1990, however, the cut insured tha t the tracks 
were within the radius of the window. The final aperture cut was a t the beam center edges 
of the PbG. It was discovered tha t the PbG was a  limiting aperture in 1989. A very small 
number of events could be detected in the other detectors but miss the lead glass blocks. 
The PbG was moved closer to beam center in 1990 in order to eliminate this problem. A 
summary of these aperture cuts is given in table C.3. Histograms of Monte Carlo and data 
events as a function of these cut variables are presented in appendix A and in figures C.l 
through C.4. The figures presented in this appendix are for the vacuum window and the PbG 

inner edge. Other figures, related to these cuts and the Monte Carlo generation quantities, 
are presented and discussed in chapter 5 and appendix A.

The kinematic quantities, and other quantities calculated with them, were the focus of 
the next set of cuts. First, events were required to have oppositely charged tracks. Next, the 
momentum of the tracks was required to be above 1.5 GeV/c. In order to eliminate A0,s, 
a  momentum asymmetry cut on the tracks was introduced. Next a cut on the difference 
between the front and back momenta of the tracks was implemented for FT only. This cut 
was an implicit part of the QT track x 2 cut. Finally, cuts on the track, vertex x 2,s, mass 
and colinearity values form FT and QT were also applied. D ata and Monte Carlo histograms 
for these cut variables, after all cuts were applied, are given in figures C.5 through C.18. 
Unless otherwise indicated, all of the figures in this appendix are of the 7r+7r-  data and 
Monte Carlo samples. Table C.4 summarizes all of these kinematic cuts.

The last set of cuts pertained to particle identification. These cuts were applied to the 
and MB samples. The electron requirements were used to identify background to 

the sample. In the calculation of the bin MHO and MRG efficiencies, slightly different
cuts were used. These are described later in this appendix. There were two cuts common 
to all of the data samples and one common to data and Monte Carlo. First, all data  events 
were required to have an event time from the DC’s within ±4.0 ns of the time defined by 
the TSC’s, Second, all events were required to have at least two tracks, one in each arm,
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Cut Nominal Value D ata Events Monte Carlo Events

Vertex z > 9.75 m YES YES

Vertex x j z < 0.0027 YES YES

Vertex y f z < 0.0100 YES YES

Vacuum window (89) a: > 0.0019 m YES YES
Vacuum window (90) r  < 0.4794 m YES YES

SWMDCT 0.5 cm inside YES YES

PbG inner x (89) x > 0.3032 m YES YES
PbG inner * (90) x > 0.2732 m YES YES

Table C.3: Aperture cuts.
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Cut Nominal Value Data Events Monte Carlo Events

Track charges opposite YES YES

Track Momentum > 1.5 GeV/c YES YES

Momentum Asymmetry 
(P+ -  P - ) /P av3 < 0.66 YES - YES

Momentum Match (FT)
(.PF -P-)/Pau9 < 0.05 YES YES

Reconstructed mass d:6.0 of Mjf YES YES

Colinearity squared < 2.0 mrad2 YES YES

Track x 2 < 200 (FT)
< 50 (QT)

YES
YES

YES
YES

Vertex x2 < 18 (FT)
< 25 (QT)

YES
YES

YES
YES

Table C.4: Kinematic cuts.
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Cut Nominal Value Data Events Monte Carlo Events

PbG Cut Contour cut YES N/A

CER Tim e |£ccrl < 4.0 ns YES N /A

MHO Confidence Level > 0.0005 YES N/A

MRG Gap Difference 
(actual - expected)

> -3.5 YES N/A

Table C.5: Particle identification cuts.

from TKC. Except for the later two cut values, these cuts are listed in table C.5. Finally, 
the PbG cut is a  complex cut implemented in the offline code. The cut is made on the 
values of E /P  and Ec/E ( obtained from the PbG. Ec was the energy deposited in the front, 
or converter blocks and E* was the total energy deposited in the PbG. The contour of the 
cut is illustrated in figures C.19 through C.21.

The cuts described thus far allowed for the pass 4 production of /x+/x“ and 7T+ir~ events 
b o th  for data and Monte Carlo as well as for the Monte Carlo semileptonic decay sample. 
The MB sample is a  special set th a t required slightly different cuts. The MB sample was used 
to calculate LI and bin efficiencies for the MHO and MRG. For the L l efficiency calculation, 
all of the cuts were identical to the other modes except for the mass and colinearity cuts. 
The mass cut was made over the region of 380 to 480 MeV/c2. The colinearity cut was 
loosened to 100 m rad2. These changes were made in order to obtain a statistically significant 
sample. Notice th a t the only way in which the L l efficiency for events can be studied
is by considering K,a  events in which the pion decayed into a muon.

The bin efficiency calculations for the MHO and MRG involved the lower mass and co
linearity cuts associated with the Ll efficiency, in addition to slightly different PID cuts. 
In order to calculate the efficiencies of the muon PID detectors, they m ust, necessarily,
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not be part of the identification of particles. In both the calculation of the MHO and MRG 

efficiencies, the muon candidate was required to have no hit in the CER E / P  < 0.5, and a 
total energy deposited in the PbG  less than 1.0 MeV. For the efficiency calculation in the 
MRG, the additional condition of passing the MHO requirements was imposed.

The final topic of this appendix is the values of the cuts used in the systematic studies. 
The first set of these are listed in table C.6. Rather than checking systematic effects of the 
cuts, these divisions were used to diagnose systematic effects as a function of the variable. 
As can be seen in appendix H, there were no significant dependencies observed. The second 
set of these, shown in table C.7, are the particle identification cuts for muons. The final set 
of cuts considered are listed in table C.8. In general, these cuts varied over the range given 
with identical differences between adjacent cut values. Some of the cuts had a. lower value 
that did not fit into the standard variation scheme. These are also listed in table C.8. An 
inconsistency in the scheme for the QT track x 2 divisions was discovered after the analysis 
was completed. This did not effect the data or results, but did change the final four cut 
values to 85.0, 88.0, 91.0, and 94.0. These final 4 values are not included in the table since 
they do not fit in the standard scheme. Finally, the front-back track momentum match 
cut was made explicitly only for F T  implicitly for QT since it was incorporated into the QT 

track x 2) but was studied as an explicit cut for both FT and QT.
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Cut Number Run Number 
Ranges

Kaon Momentum 
Ranges (Gev/c)

Vertex z  
Ranges (m)

Charge Location

1 4243 — ► 5204 2.0 — *• 6.0 9.75 — > 12.0 AH
2 5205 — »• 5842 6.0 — ► 8.0 12.0 — ► 14.0 Inbends
3 5843 — » 6393 8.0 — > 10.0 14.0 — > 15.0 Outbends
4 6394 — ► 6902 10.0 — > 20.0 15.0 — * 18.0 N /A
5 6903 — ► 7403 N/A N/A N/A
6 10000 — ► 10432 N/A N/A N /A
7 10433 — t 10865 N/A N/A N/A
8 10866 — > 11298 N/A N/A N /A
9 11299 — » 11731 N/A N/A N/A

10 11732 — ► 12164 N/A N/A N /A
11 12165 — ► 12599 N/A N/A N /A

Table C.6: Divisions used in tbe systematic studies.

Cut Number MHO Confidence Level Cut MRG Gap Cut

1 NO CUT NO CUT
2 0.0001 -0.5
3 0.0050 -1.5
4 0.0010 -2.5
5 0.0050 -3.5
6 0.0100 -4.5
7 0.0500 -5.5
8 0.1000 -6.5

Table C.7: Muon PID cuts used in the systematic studies.
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Cut Lower Value Upper Value Delta Value Number Additional 
Lower Cut

Window x  
(m)

0.0979 0.1169 0.0010 20 NONE

Window r 
(m)

0.4704 0.4B94 0.0010 20 NONE

Moss Center 
(M ev/c1)

496.67 498.67 0.10 21 NONE

Mass Window 
±[M cv/ci )

0.50 8.00 0.25 31 NONE

Vertex z 
(m)

9.00 10.50 0.05 31 NONE

Vertex x/x 0.0017 0.0037 0.0001 21 NONE

Vertex y/z 0.0010 0.0200 0.001 21 0.0001

Low Track Momentum 
(Gcv/c)

0.00 3.00 0.10 31 NONE

Momentum
Imbalance

0.01 1.46 0.05 31 -0.06

Front-Back 
Momentum Match

0.005 0.15 0.005 31 0.0001

Event Time 
(ns)

0.25 7.50 0.25 31 0.001

PbG Inner x 
(m)

0.1932 0.3432 0.0050 31 NONE

01
(10 mrarf2)

0.10 3.00 0.10 31 0.01

QT Vertex x2 1.0 59.0 2.0 31 0.1

FT Vertex x7 4.0 33.0 1.0 31 0.1

QT Thick x2 5.0 83.0 3.0 31 NONE

FT TVack X2 50.0 350.0 10.0 31 NONE

Table C.8: Cut values used in the systematic studies.
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C .l: Data and Monte Carlo histogram as a function of vacuum window cut for 1989.
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Figure C.2: Data and Monte Carlo histogram as a  function of vacuum window cut for 1990.
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Figure C.3: Data and Monte Carlo histogram as a function of PbG inner x edge cut for
1989.
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Figure C.4: Data and Monte Carlo histogram as a function of PbG inner * edge cut for 
1990.
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Figure C.5: Data and Monte Carlo histogram as a function of track momentum.
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Figure C.6: Data and Monte Carlo histogram as a function of momentum asymmetry.
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Figure C.7: Data and Monte Carlo histogram as a function of FT Pp — Pb match.
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Figure C.9: Data and Monte Carlo histogram as a  function of reconstructed mass (with 
cuts).
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Figure C.10: Data and Monte Carlo histogram as a  function of colinearity (with cuts).
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Figure C .ll: Data and Monte Carlo histogram as a  function of track x 2 cut (FT).
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Figure C.12: Data and Monte Carlo histogram as a function of vertex x 2 cut (FT).
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Figure C.13: Data and Monte Carlo histogram as a function of x track x 2 cut (QT).
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Figure C.14: Data and Monte Carlo histogram as a function of y track x 2 cut (QT).
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Figure C.15: Data and Monte Carlo histogram as a function of vertex x* cut ^ T ) .
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e/p
Figure C.19: Illustration, of the PbG contour cut. Pions and muons are to the left and 
below the contour. Electrons are to the right and above the contour.
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Appendix D

C om b in ation  o f  D a ta  S ets

The 1989 and 1990 data sets could be combined before determining the branching ratio, 
due to the similarity of the two running periods. The results of the analyses for each year 
could also be combined by using the method of maximum likelihood. Obtaining combined 
branching ratios by both of these methods provided a means of cross-checking the results. 
The branching ratio from 1988 data could be combined with the other two years of data 
only via the maximum likelihood method, since only the 1989 and 1990 data sets were 
subjected to a common analysis.

First, consider the problem of combining the 1989 and 1990 data in a  fashion consistent 
with a single running period. The combination of the data and Monte Carlo sets required 
separate consideration. The combination of the data would appear to be a simple summation 
of the pass 4 results of the 1989 and of the 1990 running periods. This assumes, however, 
that prescales, acceptances, efficiencies, etc. were identical, or nearly so, in both running 
periods. This was not the case, and thus extreme care was needed. The combination of the 
Monte Carlo sets would also seem to involve similar sums. However, the same problems 
present in the data sets, as well as different sizes of generated samples for each year forced 
careful consideration of the Monte Carlo sets.

The data sample was the easiest set to combine. No prescales were made to this
sample and it was used only for counting p +fi~ candidates and calculating background. 
Consequently, a  simple summation of the data for 1989 and 1990 was sufficient. The ir+ir“ 
sample was similarly simple for counting purposes. The background subtraction in this 
sample required combination of the Monte Carlo sample and will be discussed later. From 
section 8.3 one notes that the signal to background ratio in both running periods was nearly

139
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identical, an initial indication that combination of the data via this method would produce 
valid results.

The 7T+7r~ and MB samples, unfortunately, had different prescales in each year. This 
difference produced two complications for the combination of data sets. First, after the 
ir+x~ sample was combined and background subtracted, the factor needed to determine 
the number of 7r+7r" events traversing the detector was unknown. This factor, the effective 
prescale, was calculated by taking the weighted mean of the prescales for each year. Since the 
signal to background ratio was essentially identical for both years, it did not m atter whether 
the weights were obtained with x +x~ counts before or after background subtraction.

The second complication was related to the use of the x +ir" and MB sample in the 
determination of the L l efficiency and the bin efficiencies for L3, the MHO, and the MRG. 

Since the prescales were different, an artificial bias toward the year with the lower prescales 
could be introduced by simply summing the data. For this reason, the set with the lower 
prescale was rescaled in such a  way that both running periods had a common prescale. This 
rescaling had the effect of increasing the statistical error associated with the data with the 
lower prescale, but eliminated any potential bias that could have been introduced. After 
this rescaling, the data samples could simply be summed. Note that the 7r+x -  set was 
added in different ways for the two different calculations: counting and calculation of the 
L3 bin efficiencies.

The combination of the Monte Carlo data set presented additional complications. Events 
were generated according to a distribution that represented the number of kaons produced 
during each time period (see appendix A). Since different numbers of Monte Carlo events 
were generated in 1989 and 1990, the solution amounted to determining the relative gen
eration density as a function of time for the combined running periods. Once this density 
was determined, the samples from each year could be added with an an appropriate weight 
on each. As in the data sample, the weight needed to be less than one since weights greater 
than one would artificially reduce the error associated with the calculations performed with 
the Monte Carlo sets.

Efficiencies and acceptances were essentially constant over each period of data acqui
sition. Consequently, the number of kaons produced at each time interval was directly 
proportional to the number of x +x “ events counted in the same period. There were sig
nificant changes in the L3 efficiency, prescales and detector acceptances between 1989 and
1990. In order to determine the correct density for generating Monte Carlo events, a  closer
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examination is needed of how the density for an arbritrary period was determined.
The.number of kaons (iVji;aonj); produced at an arbitrary time period i is proportional

to:
( j f .  )  K _______________(-Wir+ir-); ( P r e s c a l e ) ;______________

Since the efficiencies, acceptances and prescales vary for each mode as well as each time 
period, the numbers of x +7r~ and events to generate at each time period are propor
tioned to:

(-W /J+ JJ-),-  a  k a o n s ) i  ) £ ,1 ( f / i+ ^ " ) l , 3 1i  i eH+ H ~ ) p i D , i  ( ^ * 2 )

(•Wff+7i—)i 04 (-̂ fcaona)," (-dir+B—),'(ejr+ir-)i3,i (eir+«—)fnt,i ^Pj.eacafe)  ■ (^'^)

Notice that if all the factors, except the number of observed 7r+7r~ events, were identical, 
as they were for the individual running periods, both densities are simply proportional to 
the number of observed 7 r+ 7T-  events.

The number of 7r+7r“ and fi+fi~ events generated during any time interval for each 
running period was known. Changing the proportionality to an equality by the introduction 
of a  constant (3 and substituting the known values into equations D .l, D.2, and D.3, yielded 
two equations and two unknowns for each mode. The solution of these equations gave 
values of f.3 which represented the factors by which the Monte Carlo data sets needed to be 
multiplied in order to sum them. Since it was desirable to weigh only one data set and to 
use a  weight less than one, the /?’s were multiplied by overall factors to meet these criteria.

Finally, the Monte Carlo semileptonlc decay sample was also combined. The acceptances 
and absolute number generated were not known for this mode. Since this set was used only 
for background subtraction in the 7r+7r“ sample, and the events were similar to ir+ir-  
events, this set was combined in an identical manner to the Monte Carlo set. This
procedure assumed that the acceptances for semileptonic events were directly proportional 
to the acceptances for 7r+7r“ events, with the constant of proportionality being identical for 
both running periods. It also assumed that the number generated at each time period was 
also directly proportional to the number of events satisfying the ir+7r“ criteria divided by 
the generation density for each time period.

The second method to combine the results was the method of maximum likelihood. This 
procedure is described in detail in many books on statistics and will not be presented in 
detail[89]. The challenge in this combination was to construct a likelihood function with all
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of the smearing from the various errors incorporated. The simplest way to do this was to 
run a  Monte Carlo program.

The program involved two main loops. First, it looped over a number of possible branch
ing ratios. The upper and lower limits on these were determined empirically. These limits 
needed to encompass a large enough range so tha t the error on the combined results could 
be calculated from the constructed likelihood functions. Secondly, at each branching ratio 
the program looped over a number of possible experiments. This number was large, on the 
order of 10,000, in order to eliminate statistical error associated with the Monte Carlo.

The second loop calculated the number of events to which the branching ratio in
the initial loop corresponded. This calculation was done by using the values of the contri
butions to the branching ratio, described in chapter 8, modified by adding in the associated 
error multiplied by a factor obtained randomly from a standard normal distribution. This 
number of /i+/x" events was then assumed to be the mean of a  Poisson distribution. The 
probability that the number of physically observed events corresponded to a Poisson
distribution with this mean was then calculated. This probability also corresponded to the 
probability that the actual branching ratio was the one in the initial loop but that the 
observed one was the measured value. A large number of cycles in the second loop was 
required in order to reduce the error on the mean of this probability.

After the range of considered branching ratios was looped over, likelyhood functions 
for the 1988, 1989 and 1990 branching ratios were generated. From these, the likelihood 
functions for combinations of 1989 and 1990, or all three running periods were constructed. 
This maximum of logarithm of this function, gave the most likely value for the combined 
branching ratios. The integral of the likelihood function was used to determine the error 
associated with the most likely value. This error was defined such that the region within 
one <r of the most likely value contained the same amount of likelihood, or probability, as 
that contained within one a in a Gaussian.
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an d  tt+ tt S y s te m a tic  S tu d ie s

The fi+fi~ and counting was done as a function of the cut values listed in appendix
C. The results of the counting for the nominal values of the cuts were presented in chapter 
8. This appendix presents results, as graphs, for all of the other cut values for the combined 
1989 and 1990 samples. Although very similar, results from both QT and FT are presented 
for completeness. The set for the x + 7r“ sample contains plots for the MRG and MHO cuts. 
These cuts were not applied to the x+x “ sample and are included only for completeness 
and ease of location of similar plots in other appendices. Each plot contains sufficient 
information for identification of its contents. The figure number appears on the upper left 
hand corner of each plot and the accompanying caption for each of the figures can be found 
in the list of figures section at the beginning of this dissertation. Finally, the individual 
values and errors on each plot are correlated. Each uses identical samples but slightly 
different cuts as indicated.
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Appendix F

A cc e p ta n ce  S y s te m a tic  S tu d ies

The and 5T+7r-  acceptance calculations were done as a function of the cut values
listed in appendix C. The results of the calculation for the nominal values of the cuts were 
presented in chapter 8. This appendix presents results, as graphs, for all of the other cut 
values for the combined 1989 and 1990 samples. Although very similar, results from both 
QT and FT are presented for completeness and for ease of location of similar plots in other 
appendices. Since the Monte Carlo sample was used in this calculation, cuts on the event 
time, MRG and MHO were not made. Nonetheless, plots related to these cuts are included 
for completeness. The figure number appears on the upper left hand corner of each plot and 
the accompanying caption for each of the figures can be found in the list of figures section 
at the beginning of this dissertation. Finally, the values and errors presented on each plot 
are correlated. They correspond to identical samples bu t w ith slightly different cut values 
as indicated.
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Appendix G

L I E fficien cy  S y stem a tic  S tu d ies

The LI efficiency calculation was done as a function of the cut values listed in appendix C. 
The results of the calculation for the nominal values of the cuts were presented in chapter 
8. This appendix presents results, as graphs, for all of the other cut values for the combined 
1989 and 1990 samples. Although very similar, results from both QT and FT are presented 
for completeness. Since different values of the mass and colinearity cuts were applied to 
this sample, the mass center cut, mass window cut, and colinearity-squared cut were not 
applied to the sample. Plots of these cut values are included only for completeness and 
ease of comparison to other appendices of systematic studies. Each plot contains sufficient 
information for identification of its contents. The figure number appears on the upper left 
hand corner of each plot and the accompanying caption for each of the figures can be found 
in the list of figures section at the beginning of this dissertation. As mentioned in the 
previous appendices, the values and errors are correlated since they correspond to the same 
samples but with slightly different cut values.
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Appendix H

B ranch ing  R a tio  S y stem a tic  
S tu d ies

The branching ratio was calculated as a function of the cut values listed in
appendix C. The results of the calculation for the nominal values of the cuts were presented 
in chapter 8. This appendix presents results, as graphs, for all of the other cut values for 
the combined 1989 and 1990 samples. Although similar, results from both QT and FT are 
presented for completeness. Each plot contains sufficient information for identification of 
its contents. The figure number appears on the upper left hand corner of each plot and the 
accompanying caption for each of the figures can be found in the list of figures section at the 
beginning of this dissertation. The values and errors presented in each plot are correlated. 
They represent a calculation of the branching ratio from the same data sample but with 
slightly different cut values as indicated.
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